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Abstract The basis of the thesis is work described in [1]: a tool for linking formal specifications of programs, written in OCL, to informal specifications written in natural language, e.g. English or German. The core of this work is grammars written in the GF (Grammatical Framework) formalism [2]. The long-term goal is to have a working tool integrated into the KeY system [3]. The thesis work builds on the existing tool, and attempts to improve the underlying grammar mechanism. This is done by making a case study using the existing system on non-trivial OCL specifications, with the aim of improving the quality of the natural language produced from formal specifications. The starting point is the OCL specifications for the JavaCard API [4]. A second, smaller case study, comprising of the OCL specifications for a Library Catalogue System [16], is also made to complement this. A library of GF operations for typical constructions of user-defined vocabulary is proposed. This allows domain specific (e.g. JavaCard) vocabulary to be created for use in the natural language translations. Reasonable defaults are included when there is no user input. It is shown that proper formatting can result in a dramatic improvement in the readability of the natural language translations. HTML and LaTeX formatting styles are introduced as part of the grammar and are used to structure the text in a suitable manner. Furthermore, the quality of translated text is improved by modifying the natural language linearizations to produce more natural text.
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Format conventions The following format conventions are used in this document: Description



Example



Code snippets are written in Courier New font.



fun sum : Exp -> Exp -> Exp;



Text output generated from the GF system is written in Arial font and enclosed in quotes.



“the sum of one and the sum of zero and one”



Keywords from the GF system are written in bold.



… in which the oper definition occurs …
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Chapter 1



Introduction In this thesis an attempt is made to improve the quality of natural language translation of formal software requirements. This first chapter gives an introduction to the areas of study that are the basis of this thesis.



1.1 Language technology1 Language technology is the art of building natural language applications on a computer. Examples of natural language on a computer are: automatic translation from one language to another; human-computer interaction by spoken dialogue; foreign language teaching with the aid of a computer; intelligent information search in texts on the web; generation of error messages. Currently, many of these tasks such as translation and dialogue are limited and of low quality. So, there remains much work to be done in these areas. Areas of language technology that are of interest for this thesis are natural language generation, multilinguality and machine translation . Reiter and Dale [18] state that Natural Language Generation (NLG) is a subfield of artificial intelligence and computational linguistics, concerned with producing understandable texts in English (or another human language) from a non-linguistic representation. Or, as described in [15], natural language generation “investigates how computer programs can be made to produce high-quality natural language text from computer-internal representations of information”. Multilinguality and machine translation are concerned with the use of more than one natural and/or computer language and the automatic translation between these different languages. The tool used in this thesis to carry out these tasks is the Grammatical Framework (GF) [2]. This is a grammar formalism, a programming language for defining grammars. A description of GF, as well as its relation to NLG is given in section 2.1.



1.2 Formal methods for software engineering Formal methods are rigorous methods used in system design and development. They use mathematics and logic to prove system correctness, and are used to increase confidence in the system. They are used regularly when verifying systems that are of critical importance, where errors are not acceptable. An essential part of formal methods is the use of formal languages for 1



The text for this section is based on Language Technology course notes found in [7]. 1



requirements specification. One such language is the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [21]. This allows precise requirements to be specified for object-oriented software systems. It is described in more detail in section 2.2. The KeY project [3],[14] attempts to integrate formal software specification and verification into the industrial software engineering processes. The starting point is a commercial CASE2 tool, which is augmented by capabilities for formal specification and verification. The ultimate goal is to make the verification process transparent for the user with respect to the informal object-oriented model.



1.3 Informal and formal requirements specifications The use of formal specification languages, such as the Object Constraint Language, is becoming more widespread in software development. However, these languages are difficult to master and are normally the domain of specialists. On the other hand, most software specifications today are written in natural language. Different situations require differing levels of precision when viewing requirements, and it is useful to have both a formal and informal view of requirements. Furthermore, it is extremely important to keep these alternate views synchronised so that changes in one view are automatically reflected in the other. Current approaches in applying formal methods provide little support for authoring, understanding and maintaining formal specifications. These deficiencies are obstacles to the further development of formal and semi-formal methods. By providing a natural language interface to OCL, we can greatly simplify the reading and writing of constraints, thus helping bridge the gap between formal and informal software requirement specifications. The synchronisation problem can also be handled by having a common source for both the formal and informal specifications. A tool for providing this interface, as well as further motivation for the need of this tool, is described in [1]. This tool is the basis for this thesis work. It allows bi-directional translation between OCL and natural language. Authoring of OCL constraints is done through using a graphical editor, while a command line tool is used to generate natural language for given OCL constraints. Currently the tool supports translations in both English and German. However, for this thesis we just deal with English. The long-term aim of this project is to have a working tool integrated into the KeY system [3]. For this thesis, a major case study has been made using this tool on OCL specifications that have been written for the JavaCard API [4]. A second smaller case study on OCL specifications that have been written for a Library Catalogue System [16] is used to complement this. Using these OCL specifications as a starting point, natural language translations have been generated and deficiencies identified. The existing tool has been built upon, and attempts made to improve the underlying grammar mechanism to remedy these deficiencies. Structural formatting of the translated text is also introduced to help improve the readability of the output.
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1.4 Thesis overview The thesis report is divided into five chapters. In this introductory chapter a short description of the main concepts behind the project has been given. In the 2nd chapter, the software languages, tools and methods used in the thesis are explained. This includes brief introductions to both the Grammatical Framework and the Object Constraint Language. The existing OCL/Natural Language translation tool is also described, as well as the background to the OCL specifications that are used in the case-studies. In chapter 3, the implementation details are given. This is sub-divided into three main areas; an API for domain specific vocabulary; linearization improvements and formatting improvements. Motivation for the changes, as well as descriptions of what changes were made is given here. Chapter 4, goes through some examples which demonstrate the results of the work that has been carried out. An analysis of these results is also done by comparing the translated OCL specifications with official informal specifications. Finally, in chapter 5, the conclusions drawn from this project are stated and future work is outlined.
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Chapter 2



Background In the first chapter the areas which are relevant to this thesis have been introduced. In this chapter these areas are expanded on and more detailed descriptions of the tools and methods used are given.



2.1 Grammatical Framework3 The Grammatical Framework (GF) [2] is a grammar formalism, a programming language for defining grammars. It is similar to BNF, but more powerful. GF was designed for interaction, semantic control and multilinguality. It is a functional language with a powerful type system. A GF grammar consists of an abstract syntax and one or more concrete syntaxes. The abstract syntax defines the language as a system of syntax trees and the concrete syntax translates these trees into strings. There can be one or more concrete syntax for an abstract syntax, each with its own linearization rules, and so the abstract syntax can be displayed in multiple languages. This functionality allows many possibilities. For example, you could write a letter in a language you know and at the same time the abstract syntax from your letter can be used to produce the same letter in other languages that you are not familiar with. Or, as is the case in this thesis, you can perform translations between formal and natural languages, such as between OCL and English.



2.1.1 Basics of GF By way of an introduction to GF, we can go through some simple examples of its use. We start by creating an abstract syntax. First, we need to define some categories, which represent a particular part of a language. cat Exp;



In this case the category Exp represents a mathematical expression. In a natural language such as English there are many categories such as nouns, verbs and adjectives etc. The abstract syntax also contains a set of abstract functions. The functions define how categories can be used and linearized. fun zero : Exp ; fun one : Exp ; fun sum : Exp -> Exp -> Exp ;
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The text for this section is based on the tutorials and examples taken from [5] and [6]. 4



The syntax used is that of a Context Free Grammar. If we look at the fun sum, we can interpret it as meaning, it is given two arguments/constituents that are of category Exp, and it returns a result also of category Exp. Using the keyword lincat, a concrete syntax gives linearization rules to each function. I.e. how the abstract functions are instantiated in the language of the concrete syntax. lincat Exp = {s : Str};



In this example the linearization of Exp is a record that contains a string, but it is possible for the record to contain much more if so desired. Below we see how the funs are linearized. lin zero = {s = "0"}; lin one = {s = "1"}; lin sum x y = {s = x ++ "+" ++ y};



Since the funs should result in a category of type Exp, then the linearization must result in something that is compatible with the lincat of Exp. I.e. there should be a record containing a string that has the label ‘s’.



2.1.2 Parsing and linearizing A GF grammar can be used in two basic ways: for linearizing trees into strings, and for parsing strings into trees. These two algorithms form the basis of many more complex applications, such as translation. Using the functions defined in the abstract syntax in our earlier example, we can build syntax trees, e.g. sum one (sum zero one)



A syntax tree can then be linearized by using linearization rules in the concrete syntax. The above example gets linearized to be: ”1 + 0 + 1”



Parsing the text, “1 + 0 + 1”, results in our initial syntax tree. However, we would actually find that in this case our grammar is ambiguous. I.e. it can produce more than one tree for the same input. sum (sum one zero) one sum one (sum zero one)



2.1.3 Multilingual grammars A multilingual grammar has one abstract syntax and many concrete syntaxes. We will now define a second concrete syntax for our abstract syntax. lin zero = {s = "zero"}; lin one = {s = "one"}; lin sum x y = {s = "the" ++ "sum" ++ "of" ++ x ++ "and" ++ y};



Now we can linearize the syntax tree, sum one (sum zero one), in two different ways: ”1 + 0 + 1” “the sum of one and the sum of zero and one”
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We can now also use our grammar to parse in one language and linearize in the other. E.g. we can parse, “1 + 0 + 1 + 0”, to get a parse tree, sum one (sum zero (sum one zero)). And we can then linearize this to get “the sum of one and the sum of zero and the sum of one and zero” In other words, the multilingual grammar gives us a translator, in which the abstract syntax functions as an interlingua.



2.1.4 Parameters, tables and operations When building a multilingual application, we need the abstract syntax to be usable by all concrete languages. There are several challenges to attaining this. Different languages differ in several ways. Nouns and verbs are inflected in different ways. The word order also varies between languages. We do not want to create categories in the abstract syntax that are only used for specific languages, so instead we treat the variation in the concrete syntax, by using parameters. To write grammars of natural languages, it is generally not enough to tell how words can be combined into phrases. We also need to tell how words and phrases are inflected, i.e. put into different forms depending on the context in which they occur. For instance, the common noun "man" has the forms "man" and "men", where "man" is known as the singular and "men" as the plural form. The singular and the plural are the two possible values of the morphological parameter (or simply: parameter) of number. GF has a form of judgement for defining parameter types. It is designated by the keyword param, followed by the name of the type and a list of parameter constructors, separated by the vertical bar |. For instance, the judgement below defines the parameter type Num with the two constructors Sg and Pl. param Num = Sg | Pl



We can use a similar definition of the type of number in many languages. The param judgement form belongs to the concrete syntax. Parameters can (and must) be defined separately for each language. Table types are types of objects depending on parameters. They are designated by the double arrow =>. For instance, the type Num => Str



is that of strings depending on number. Objects of table types are tables, such as table {Sg => "man" ; Pl => "men"}



which is an object of type Num => Str. It assigns the string "man" to the singular and "men" to the plural. The value assigned to a parameter can be selected by the operator, !, as in the example below which GF computes into the value "man". table {Sg => "man" ; Pl => "men"} ! Sg



Linearization rules can be greatly simplified by using operation definitions, which are judgments of the form. oper identifier : Type = Object



Here the name identifier is given a specified Object of a given Type. For instance, the regular English noun inflection in number can be defined:
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oper regNoun : Str -> Num => Str = \dog -> table {Sg => dog ; Pl => dog + "s"}



The defined identifier is available everywhere in the grammar in which the oper definition occurs, as well as in all grammars that import it. In particular, it can be used "before" it is defined, since judgments in a grammar may occur in any order. The use of opers allows generalizations to be captured and helps to avoid lowlevel repetitive coding.



2.1.5 Dependent types Another important feature of GF is dependent types. Dependent types can be used for stating stronger conditions of well-formedness than non-dependent types. A simple example is postal addresses. Consider addresses consisting of a city, and a country. We do not want to allow any city to be matched with any country. It should only be possible to form addresses with cities matched to the countries that they belong in. To do this we make the city dependent on the country, as can be seen in the abstract syntax below. cat Address ; cat Country ; cat City Country ;



The fun judgements of the grammar then appear as follows, with cities always being dependent on a country: fun mkAddress : (x : Country) -> (y : City x) -> Address ; fun UK : Country ; fun France : Country ; fun Paris : City France ; fun London : City UK ;



This ensures that only well-formed addresses can be created.



2.1.6 The GF module system GF is structured using a module system. There are three main kinds of modules. Abstract modules contain the abstract categories and functions that make up a syntax tree. Concrete modules define the linearization rules for an abstract module. More than one concrete module can implement an abstract module giving GF its multilingual capabilities. Resource modules contain only opers and params. Their purpose is to provide a single point of reference for commonly used opers and params. Modules are related to each other through implementation, extension and usage. A concrete module implements and abstract one by implementing its cats and funs. By extending a module of the same type, a module has available to it all funs, cats etc of the extended module. Concrete modules can use resource modules. This means that concrete modules can then use the opers defined in the resource module that is being used.
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2.1.7 The resource grammars The typical use of GF is to build application grammars on top of semantic models. To avoid grammars that are linguistically ad hoc, and to reuse code, GF contains a set of resource grammars, as described in [17], that define declensions, word order variation, agreement rules, etc. This also gives a good division of labour between linguists writing resource grammars and domain experts writing application grammars. An application grammar can import a resource grammar. The resource can then be specialized to conform with the types expected by the application. For example, for the English linearization of OCL, heavy use is made of the English resource grammar. Any new nouns, verbs, adjectives etc., that are needed in the application grammar are created using the English resource grammar and thus conform to the English grammatical rules. The German concrete syntax of the tool uses the German resource grammar in the same manner.



2.1.8 The syntax editor GF comes with a graphical ‘Syntax Editor’ [11] that allows the user access to the GF commands without being familiar with the syntax. Figure 1 shows what the syntax editor looks like.



Figure 1 – GF Syntax Editor



In the example seen in the figure, we can see how a letter is being constructed in several different languages. The left-hand panel shows the abstract syntax tree. The user builds up the abstract syntax tree by choosing terms from a list of allowable choices displayed in the lower panel. The main panel shows how the abstract syntax tree is linearized into different languages. 8



2.1.9 GF and Natural Language Generation Natural Language Generation is related to the idea of linearization in GF, which transforms abstract syntax trees into strings of some (natural or formal) language. This relation between linearization in GF and NLG is discussed in detail in [19]. One important difference is that natural language generation is usually seen as a process involving several different steps and different representations, arranged in a pipeline architecture [20]. However, the linearization of abstract syntax trees is not a pipelined process of several stages, but instead a one step procedure which consists of transforming the abstract syntax into a concrete syntax. In [19] it is suggested that possible future work is to try to make use of more of the ideas from NLG to improve the stylistic level of the output produced by the OCL grammars. Linearization in GF could become part of the generation process instead of being the complete process as it is now. For example, it may be possible to use the GF abstract syntax as the intermediate representation form within a NLG process. Programs external to GF could then be used to manipulate abstract syntax trees in order to produce better output.



2.2 Object Constraint Language (OCL)4 OCL is a formal specification language used in formal methods to express constraints. These constraints are usually conditions that must hold for the software system being constructed. OCL is a sub-standard of the Unified Modelling Language (UML) [9] and is made for use with UML models. A UML diagram is typically not refined enough to provide all the relevant aspects of a specification. OCL complements the UML diagram by giving a formal specification for the design. The OCL constraints can then be proved using a mathematical theorem prover, thus verifying the correctness of a system. An OCL constraint is written within a context, which is the class or operation that the constraint is for. Within each context their can be invariants, pre-conditions and post-conditions specified. Take for example the UML diagram in Figure 2.



Figure 2 – Example UML diagram
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The text for this section is based on Formal Methods course notes found in [8]. 9



Next we can see some examples of constraints for these classes. “A vehicle owner must be at least 18 years old”: context Vehicle inv: self.owner.age >= 18 “No person owns more than 3 vehicles”: context Person inv: self.fleet–>size forAll(v | v.colour = v.colour.black()) “No person owns more than 3 black vehicles”: context Person inv: self.fleet–>select(v | v.colour = v.colour.black())–>size = 0 post: age = age@pre + 1



The above examples are relatively straight forward, but writing detailed constraints for a complicated system can become quite complicated and is normally the task of a formal methods expert. Maintaining constraints in a system can be even more problematical, as often the person maintaining the constraints is not the same person who has written them. Thus, we can see the obvious advantage of being able to read and write constraints in a natural language.



2.3 OCL GF system In [1] a tool is presented that links informal and formal requirement specifications. A German grammar for OCL has been added by Daniels [10], who has also updated the system to use the latest capabilities of the Grammatical Framework. Furthermore, after making his updates, Daniels has also translated his changes into the English grammar, thus providing a starting point for this thesis work. In this section, a description is given of the current OCL GF grammar and the purpose of the modules that comprise it. Also described is how it relates to the KeY tool.



2.3.1 The KeY tool The KeY tool attempts to integrate software development with formal software specification. It allows UML [9] models of software and their associated OCL constraints to be developed in a user-friendly manner. Using the models developed in KeY, a grammar for user-defined, domain specific entities can be generated. That is, the classes, attributes, operations and associations that exist in the model need to be represented some way in the OCL GF grammar. This information is extracted from the KeY model, and the
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grammars are then generated automatically from that information. The OCL constraints are also taken from KeY. In the KeY system, OCL constraints are written in JavaDoc style comments at the beginning of a class or operation. This style varies slightly from the official OCL syntax. The conversion of KeY OCL to official OCL is currently done manually, although it should be possible to do this automatically sometime in the future.



2.3.2 The translation process In Figure 3 is a general outline of the translation process from OCL to natural language. Using the CASE tool TogetherCC™ from Borland, a UML model is created. From the UML model, the KeY system then generates abstract and concrete GF grammars for the classes in the class diagram. OCL constraints can then be written either using the syntax editor [11], or without it. For translation from OCL to natural language, the OCL specification is first input into a parser. The parser has been derived based on a context-free grammar of OCL [19]. Using this parser, a syntax tree in the context-free OCL grammar can be produced for a given OCL specification. This tree is then fed into an OCL type checker/annotator (together with a file containing information about the UML model), which adds a lot of type annotations and other disambiguating annotations. The result is another syntax tree, still based on the context free grammar, but with annotations. From the annotated tree a GF syntax tree is produced conforming to the OCL-GF grammars. This final step of the parser also depends on the GF grammars, parts of which are generated. The generated parts of the grammar are derived from the UML model, and consist of default linearizations for the user defined entities of the model. The linearization of these domain specific entities and the generation of default grammars is further discussed in section 3.1. Once the GF abstract syntax tree has been produced, the English concrete syntax of the GF OCL grammar can be used to linearize the abstract syntax into natural language text. The main focus of the thesis work is on this last step, i.e. the English linearization. input
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Figure 3 – Translating OCL into natural language



2.3.3 The OCL grammar modules A good overview of the contents of the grammar modules is given in [10]. Here, a shorter description of the more important parts is given. Figure 4 gives an overview of the grammar structure of the OCL GF grammar. 11
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Figure 4 – The OCL grammar structure



The abstract modules The abstract modules define the abstract syntax for the grammar. The core



module defines the main categories that are used, but that have nothing to do with either OCL types or the user defined classes. Some examples are: cat



Class; Instance Class; Sent; Constraint; Constraints;



Here, Class represents a UML class. Instance is one particular instantiation of that class or one of its attributes, associations or operations. Sent represents a sentence, which corresponds to an OCL statement, or a natural language sentence. Sentences are combined to produce a Constraint. Many Constraints can then be combined into a list. It should be noted that the distinction between Sent, Instance, and a third category Bool are only required for natural language. In OCL, they are all linearized in the same manner. The oclLibrary module contains the funs for the built-in OCL types and their operations. An example of these are: intEq : Instance Integer -> Instance Integer -> Sent; andS : (p,q : Sent) -> Sent; count : (c:Class) -> Instance (Collection c) -> Instance c -> Instance Integer; impliesS : (p,q : Sent) -> Sent; ifThenElse : (c:Class) -> Sent -> Instance c -> Instance c -> Instance c;



Here we can see how the categories are used when defining allowable OCL operations. Many different funs are defined for the various OCL operations that can be performed on Integers, Booleans, classes, attributes etc. 12



The final abstract module is the userDefined module and this contains all the funs for the user defined classes, attributes, associations and operations that are defined in the users UML model. This is generated automatically from the UML model. The concrete modules There are two sets of concrete modules here that implement the abstract modules. One set for the English concrete syntax and one set for the OCL concrete syntax. There also exists a German concrete syntax [10], but that has not been touched for this thesis so this will not be discussed. These concrete modules contain the linearizations of all the cat and fun definitions that can be found in the corresponding abstract modules. The OCL linearizations produce syntactically correct OCL code. The English linearizations can be considered to be a ‘natural’ translation of the OCL. As an example, English linearizations of two of the main categories are shown below. This is taken from the coreEng module. Class = CN ** {id : Str}; Instance = NP;



This means that the class is represented as a common noun phrase (CN5) in natural English, with an additional string field containing the id of the class. The instance on the other hand is represented as a proper noun phrase (NP). The OCL concrete syntax has its own linearization types for the same categories, that deal with classes and instances in a suitable way for OCL. As a further example, the linearization of the count fun is shown below, first for OCL (Taken from the oclLibraryOCL module): count _ collection element = arrowOper1 collection "count" element;



and now for English (Taken from the oclLibraryEng module): count _ collection element = np2inst (DefOneNP (AppFun (mkFunCN (AppFun (funOfCN (AppFun (funGenCN (UseN numberN)) (IndefNumNP NoNum (UseN occurrenceN)))) element) "in") (inst2np collection)));



This corresponds to collection->count(element) in OCL and the text “the number of occurrences of element in the collection” in English. This English linearization uses many opers defined in the resource grammars. The actual details of how these work are not of relevance here so they will not be described. The purpose of the example is to give a demonstration of how the abstract and concrete modules are linked and how the OCL functions get translated into English. A significant part of this thesis deals with how these OCL functions get linearized in the English concrete syntax. The resource modules The remaining modules are resource modules. These define opers and params that are used by the concrete grammars. The OCL resource modules are 5



CN and NP are categories defined in the resource grammars as described in [17]. 13



used by the OCL concrete modules and the English resource modules are used by the English concrete modules. The OCL resource modules were not changed for this project so they are not of interest to us. However, the English resource modules are of more interest to us. The externalOperEng module can be seen as an API to the userDefinedEng module. Here opers are defined that allow classes, attributes, associations, operations and constraints to be linearized in various ways. The typesEng module defines the category types that are used in the English linearization. coreEng makes heavy use of this module. The resourceExtEng module contains potential extensions for the English resource grammar6. These are opers that do not yet exist in the English resource grammar but which may be useful to have. And finally, The internalOperEng module defines some opers that are useful specifically for the OCL English grammar



2.4 The Case Studies 2.4.1 Java Card API Java Card technology [13] allows software developers write Java programs that run on smart cards and other devices with very limited memory and processing capabilities. It provides a secure environment for these applications. The Java Card API (Application Programming Interface) is a set of library classes used in Java Card programs. It is a much smaller subset of the standard Java API and is specifically designed for smart card programming. Due to the size and nature of the applications that use Java Card, formal methods could be useful in verifying the correctness of these programs. With this in mind, OCL constraints have been defined for the Java Card API in [4]. In chapter 3 the updates to improve the quality of OCL translation are described. The inspiration for these updates has been found through using the Java Card OCL specifications as a case-study. Within this API there exists thirty-seven Java classes that have constraints defined for them. These range from the simple one-line invariant that can be found for the constructor of CardException, to the large and complex post-condition that can be found for the operation arrayCompare in the Util class. The specifications in full can be viewed in [22]. The Java Card OCL specifications originate from Java Modelling Language (JML) specifications and informal specification (API documentation) that exists for the Java Card API. There are some problems when going from JML to OCL, such as when dealing with exception handling and with arrays, and these are discussed more in [4]. Since our task is a translation task and not a verification one, we are not too concerned with these problems and take the specifications as they are. Before, and during the course of translating this OCL, some minor modifications were made to the existing constraints. A large portion of the OCL had not previously been checked with a tool and so some errors in the OCL were found that needed to be fixed. As well as fixing syntactic problems with the OCL constraints, some aesthetic improvements were also made. Single constraints that consisted of 6



See [17] for further information on resource grammars. 14



multiple conjunctions were split into separate constraints. This can be considered a good practice when writing OCL constraints, and it also helps produce nicer translations, by providing more breaks in the text. A second aesthetic improvement made was the removal of the OCL statement pre: true. This statement was only used to flag that a pre-condition had been thought about but considered unnecessary. It serves no OCL purpose, so it was simply removed when encountered. Another change that was made was, statements that used strings for the exception name, e.g. excThrown(“Exception”), were replaced with statements that used the exception class instead. E.g. excThrown(java::lang::Exception). This change allowed us to perform a more correct linearization of exceptions instead of being forced to use the hardcoded string. E.g. In the above example “Exception is thrown” can now be replaced with “an exception is thrown”.



2.4.2 Library Catalogue System (LCS) The Library Catalogue System (LCS) [16] is a small application for managing books in a Library, which was developed as part of a master’s thesis. Of interest to us is the fact that it contains OCL specifications for its classes. There are a few reasons why it was felt that a second case study was required. The Java Card API is a library meant for re-use by application developers. Libraries tend to contain a lot of ‘general’ classes and as a consequence of this tend to use vocabulary which can be quite different than that of a regular application. Furthermore, the Java Card specific vocabulary itself is quite different than that which might be found in a regular application. The LCS application, on the other hand, uses words such as ‘Book’ and ‘Copy’ which are more typical of a regular application. By performing both case-studies a wide variety of vocabulary is dealt with and as a consequence, a larger amount of inflection rules and grammatical constructions are dealt with. Another advantage of having a second case study is that more OCL operations are encountered. Several OCL operations are not used in the OCL specifications for the Java Card API. Some of these are used in the LCS application, and this allows us to examine aspects of OCL translation that we were not able to if we just looked at the Java Card API. Unfortunately, not all of the LCS OCL specification could be translated. Most of the problems encountered were due to the fact that the OCL constraints were written using OCL 2.0, whereas the translation tool and grammars are designed to work with OCL 1.5. For this reason, constraints that use the OCL 2.0 concept, ‘Tuples’, could not be translated. Implicit flattening of nested collections, which is a feature of OCL 1.5 is also not yet supported by the translation tool and one constraint could not be translated because of this.
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Chapter 3



Implementation The aim of this thesis is to improve the natural language that is generated from OCL constraints. Three key areas were identified for potential improvements: API for domain specific vocabulary; Linearization improvements; Formatting improvements. The implementation of these changes is described in detail in this chapter. Some of these changes are updates purely to the English linearization and therefore only affect the English concrete syntax. There are also more complex changes that have required updates to the abstract syntax and the structure of the grammar. Changes to the abstract syntax affect both the English and the OCL concrete syntaxes. However, it should be noted that even though the OCL concrete syntax has required updates to conform to the new abstract syntax, the OCL linearizations are still identical (since the OCL text must remain syntactically correct). Sometimes, functionality required for the English grammar has necessitated changes in the abstract syntax that have led to duplication in the concrete OCL syntax. This is a general problem when there is one abstract and several concrete syntaxes. If a semantic distinction is made in one language, it has to be introduced into the abstract syntax even if it is not present in the other languages.



3.1 API for domain specific vocabulary In order to translate from OCL to English, a user defined GF module (userDefinedEng from section 2.3.3) is required that contains information about the UML model upon which the OCL is based. It uses opers from the module externalOperEng to define the linearization rules for all classes, attributes, associations, operations and constraints that appear in the UML model. The resource module externalOperEng can be considered to be the API for the user defined files. This should provide most, if not all the opers required to perform linearization of classes, attributes etc. The userDefinedEng module is initial created by a grammar generation program. This uses some heuristics when attempting to decide what is the best way to represent the classes, attributes, operations and associations. This grammar generator can make use of the API (externalOperEng) when defining the linearizations of the classes etc. The automatic generation does not always produce the most suitable translations for user defined entities, therefore it is also possible for someone to manually improve the linearizations. It should be possible to make these improvements using the opers defined in the API. Previously, only a few opers existed in externalOperEng. Most classes, 16



attributes and operations were treated in a uniform manner and at times this resulted in some awkwardly translated text. Below, some of the problems are discussed, and some new opers are proposed to allow more flexibility. The externalOperEng module is a resource module used solely by the English concrete syntax. For this reason, neither the abstract syntax nor the OCL concrete syntax are affected by changes to this.



3.1.1 Linearization of classes Classes consist of two parts. The first part is a common noun phrase (CN) and corresponds to the class name, which is what is used when translating the class into English in a regular sentence. The second field is a string, classId, and is the actual name of the class in the UML diagram. This is used when formally specifying the class name. The classId is used in special situations like stating which context a constraint belongs to. E.g. The ‘id’ of the class OwnerPIN is “OwnerPIN”. “for the class OwnerPIN the following invariants hold : …”



This does not need changing in any way as it should always reflect the real class identifier. The class name is of more interest, as it is used in translated text. E.g. We may like the class OwnerPIN to be represented as “owner PIN” in translated text. “… the maximum PIN size of the owner PIN is greater than 0 …”



It is in the handling of the class name that scope for improvement exists. Previously a single standard oper was used for creating all classes. This accepted a single string for the class name. This was then used as a regular common noun phrase in any translated text. The string used was the classId with all letters lowercase. Although this is sometimes correct, it can lead to awkward text in places, since the classId in lowercase simply does not always fit well in natural language. E.g. For the classes, OwnerPIN, AID and Util, the following translated text was produced: "the attribute of the ownerpin" "the attribute of the aid" "the query x() on the util"



To solve this problem, several new opers were introduced to allow more flexibility in how a class name gets linearized. The main oper to be used when creating classes is the mkClass oper. This was updated to take a CN for the class name as opposed to a string. mkClass : CN -> Str -> ClassL = \classname, classId -> classname ** {id = classId};



This CN can then be constructed in a variety of different ways. Common ways of constructing the CN are included in the externalOperEng module, and irregular ways of constructing a CN can be found in the English resource grammar modules. Below is the list of opers that are included in externalOperEng to aid in creating an appropriate CN for a class.
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•



Create a CN from a string. The string is treated as a regular noun.



strCN : Str -> CN = \prop -> UseN (nNonhuman prop);



•



Create a CN from a noun. Currently all class names are treated as regular common nouns, but there may be cases where the class name should not be a regular noun, and this may mean that it is not inflected correctly in certain situations. The solution for this is to allow irregular nouns to be used as class names. Irregular nouns can be created using the resource grammars and then used here. In the ParadigmsEng resource module, there exists many opers for dealing with all possible noun cases. To avoid unnecessary duplication similar opers are not provided in externalOperEng. Instead the user defined files should use the opers in ParadigmsEng to create irregular nouns.



nCN : N -> CN = \prop -> UseN prop;



Noun opers from the resource module ParadigmsEng mkN nMan nReg nKiss nFly nHero nSheep nHuman



(man,men,man's,men's : Str) -> Gender -> N ; (man,men : Str) -> Gender -> N ; Str -> Gender -> N ; -- dog, dogs Str -> Gender -> N ; -- kiss, kisses Str -> Gender -> N ; -- fly, flies Str -> Gender -> N ; -- hero, heroes Str -> Gender -> N ; -- sheep, sheep Str -> N ; -- gambler/actress/ nanny nNonhuman : Str -> N ; -- dog/kiss/fly



•



: : : : : : : :



Modify the CN with an adjective. Previously, it was possible to just input a single string as the class name. This is not always adequate. It should be possible to modify the class name with one or more adjective to come up with a more accurate natural language representation. E.g. adjCN "private" (strCN "key") produces the CN "the private key" for the class PrivateKey.



adjCN : Str -> CN -> CN = \adj, prop -> (ModAdj (AdjP1 (mkAdj1 adj)) prop);



•



A special oper is provided for dealing with exceptions, since most exception classes can be treated in the same way. I.e. " exception". E.g. TransactionException is translated to “transaction exception”.



exceptionCN : Str -> CN = \classname -> adjCN classname (UseN exceptionN);



•



Allow the option to add the word ' class'after the class name. There are certain classes that simply do not have a good natural language equivalent. Adding the word class after the class identifier allows them to appear more correctly in a natural language context. E.g. “the attribute of the Util class”



classCN : Str -> CN = \classname -> adjCN classname (UseN classN);
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3.1.2 Linearization of attributes, operations and associations Previously there existed different linearization opers for attributes, associations and operations. However, these share many characteristics and are often linearized in a similar manner so this was not a very efficient approach. Also, they can all be considered to be properties of the objects they belong to. For this reason, a new approach has been taken when linearizing these. Attributes, associations and operations are all treated as similar types called properties. Different properties types are created to allow different linearizations. Previous state of attribute linearization When implementing this new approach, a number of problems that existed in the previous implementation were also tackled. Previously attribute names were treated as a common noun and then combined with the object that the attribute belonged to produce a noun phrase. E.g. The attribute triesLeft of the class



OwnerPIN is translated to:



"the triesLeft of the ownerpin"



The problems we see with attributes are similar to those of classes. The attribute ‘name’ doesn' t always fit well in natural language, it may require more than one word, and the attribute may not always be a regular common noun. Other ways should be provided to phrase and inflect the attribute differently. For dealing with attributes there was also two special opers for dealing with boolean attributes. These produce sentences instead of noun phrases. There is one oper for ‘is’ attributes. E.g. The class OwnerPIN has an attribute called isValidated that is translated to “the ownerpin is validated”. There is a second oper for dealing with all other boolean attributes. If this oper was used for the isValidated attribute we would get the translation “the property isValidated holds for ownerpin”. These two opers are quite useful, and have been kept and updated to fit in with the new approach. Previous state of operation linearization Previously there were three ways of linearizing an operation. The opers



mkQuery, mkIsQuery, and mkSentQuery. E.g. for the operation isValidated on the class OwnerPIN. They produce the following text, respectively. "the query isValidated() to ownerpin" "ownerpin is validated" "the query isValidated() holds for the ownerpin"



The opers mkIsQuery and mkSentQuery as we can see, are similar to opers that exist for attributes. This is an example where there was an unnecessary duplication of code. As can be seen later, these opers have been consolidated in the new implementation to be a type of property that can be used by both attributes and operations.
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The oper mkQuery is the standard oper that is applied to all other operations, and here there is scope for improvement. mkQuery : Inst -> Str -> ArgList -> Inst = \obj, query, args -> instFunAnCN (nameCN (UseN queryN) (query ++ "(" ++ args.s ++ ")")) obj;



The problem with the standard mkQuery oper is that it generally doesn’t read very well, and isn’t really natural language. An example of it in use is: "the query arrayCompare ( the pin of the ownerpin , 0 , pin , offset , length ) to Util is equal to 0"



These issues are tackled in the new implementation, and new opers are provided to allow more flexibility when dealing with operations. Previous state of association linearization Associations are in many ways similar to attributes. For that reason, it is natural that they are treated like attributes in the grammar. One oper, mkAssoc, has been previously used solely for associations. It produces the text of the form: “the set of x associated with y”. This oper has been kept and integrated into the new structure. Implicit object problem Another issue when dealing with properties (attributes, associations and operations) is whether or not to mention the class that they belong to. Previously, the class was always mentioned. E.g. "triesLeft of the ownerpin". However, this can get very messy because properties are mentioned so often in translated text. In most cases it is better to not mention the class, however, there are some situations where this causes problems. For example, public static attributes should mention the class they belong to when referenced from an outside class. But these same attributes should not mention the class they belong to if they are being used within the context of their own class. So, ideally we would like the translations to be dependent on context. E.g. context PIN, TransactionException.BUFFER_VALUE “the buffer-value of transaction exception” context TransactionException, TransactionException.BUFFER_VALUE “the buffer-value”



The same problem can occur for even regular private attributes when they are referenced from an object other than ‘self’. E.g. The equals operation of AID references both the attribute self.theAID and anObject.theAID. Both are translated to be: “the AID”. Ideally, we would like anObject.aid to be linearized as “the AID of anObject”. Previously, there was no possibility to distinguish between these two situations. A property could either be linearized with its object, or without it, but not both ways. Our new implementation takes this problem into account and allows linearization in both manners.
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As a general rule, we can say: • For self.x, do not mention the class • For Class.x, when in the context of Class, do not mention the class. • For anythingelse.x, DO mention the class. Introducing properties into the API A ‘property’ is a name often used to describe attributes, associations and operations of an object. They are generally linearized as either a common noun phrase (CN) or an adjective phrase (AP). The various types of CN or AP can be constructed using opers found in externalOperEng, or by using opers from the resource grammars. The commonly used ways of constructing a CN/AP for a property are provided in externalOperEng. Any irregular cases can be tackled using the resource grammars. Once a CN/AP is constructed, it should be converted into a property using one of the various mkXXXProperty opers described below. When properties are linearized, they get linearized in one of two ways. Either the object that they belong to is mentioned, or it is implicit. E.g. “the try counter of the owner PIN” or alternatively simply “the try counter”. In core.gf funs are defined for linearizing the properties. These funs are of the form useXXXProperty and useXXXPropertyImplicit. For example: useSimpleProperty : (rec,ret:Class) -> SimpleProperty rec ret -> Instance rec -> Instance ret; useSimplePropertyImplicit : (rec,ret:Class) -> SimpleProperty rec ret -> Instance rec -> Instance ret;



In this example rec represents the class of the receiver (object) of the property, and ret represents the return type. The property is dependent on both the receiver and return type. The OCL parser decides whether to use the regular or implicit form when constructing the abstract syntax tree. It follows the rule described in the previous section, using the implicit form whenever the keyword ‘self’ is used, or whenever a class is referenced from within its own context. Different property types have been defined, each with different linearizations. In some cases it is obvious which property to use for an attribute/operation/association. In other cases, several property types would work and then it becomes a user choice about which is most suitable. Each property type, and how it is linearized is explained below. •



SimpleProperty is linearized as “the property of the object”, or when the implicit form is used, “the property”. This is used for many attributes, e.g. “the try counter of the owner PIN”, associations, e.g. “the private key of the key pair” and ' get'operations, e.g. JCSystem.getTransactionDepth() becomes “the transaction depth of the Java Card System”. mkSimpleProperty : CN -> SimpleProperty;



•



IsProperty is linearized as “the object is/is not property”, where property is



an AP. The implicit form is treated in the same way. This is used for ' is' attributes and operations. E.g. OwnerPIN.isValidated() is translated to “the owner PIN is validated”. mkIsProperty : AP -> IsProperty;
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•



BooleanProperty is linearized as “the property on the object is true”, or



when the implicit form is used, “the property is true”. This is used for attributes and operations that return a boolean, but that are not IsProperty' s E.g. “the property check on the owner PIN is true” mkBooleanProperty : CN -> BooleanProperty;



•



OnProperty is linearized as “the property on the object”, or when the



implicit form is used, “the property”. This is used mainly when operations are used in their literal form. e.g. Util.mkShort(x1, x2) translates to “the



query mkShort(x1, x2) on the Utility class” mkOnProperty : CN -> OnProperty;



•



PhraseProperty is linearized as “the property (specified in object)”, or



when the implicit form is used, “the property”. This can be used for properties when there is a text phrase representing an attribute, association or an operation, that should not be combined with the object name in the conventional way. E.g. Util.mkShort(x1, x2) could be translated to “the short value concatenation of x1 and x2 (specified in Util)” mkPhraseProperty : CN -> PhraseProperty;



•



AssocProperty is linearized as “the set of property associated with the



object”, or when the implicit form is used, “the set of property”. This can be



used for many associations that have a multiplicity of greater than one. e.g.



“the set of authors associated with the paper”



mkAssocProperty : CN -> AssocProperty;



As mentioned previously, these property types are linearized using funs of the form useXXXProperty and useXXXPropertyImplicit. The English linearizations are described above. Since these funs belong to the abstract syntax, the concrete OCL syntax is also affected. For OCL however, the linearizations are always the same, regardless of which fun is used. The object of the property is always mentioned, so there is no ‘implicit’ treatment of objects for the OCL linearizations. This means that some duplication has been introduced into the OCL concrete. As described at the start of this chapter, this is a general problem and unfortunately cannot be avoided in this case. Creating CN’s and AP’s for use with properties In the section on linearizing classes, some opers have been introduced for creating a CN. Some of these can be re-used for properties. (strCN, adjCN, nCN). Furthermore, several new opers are also added for dealing specifically with creating CN’s and AP’s for different property types. These are described here. •



Append the word attribute after the CN. E.g. "the triesLeft attribute".



attrCN : Str -> CN = \attr -> (ModAdj (AdjP1 (mkAdj1 attr)) (UseN attributeN));



•



Append the word attribute after the CN. Also contains an embedded note that is displayed when possible. When HTML formatting is used, the note is displayed as a tool-tip, for LaTeX the note is displayed as a footnote.



attrNoteCN : Str -> S -> CN = \attr, note -> (ModAdj (AdjP1 (mkAdj1 (mkNote attr note.s))) (UseN attributeN)); 22



•



The below oper deals with properties of the form "x of y". E.g. ofCN (adjCN "maximum" (strCN "number")) (strCN "tries") translates to "maximum number of tries"



ofCN : CN -> CN -> CN = \prop1, prop2 -> appFam1 (funOfCN prop1) (MassNP prop2);



•



constCN is for dealing with ' constants' . The string is the name of the constant. The CN is the type of constant. E.g. constCN "FULLINCOMING" (strCN "state"), gets translated as “FULL-INCOMING state”. Furthermore, the name of the constant gets printed in a ' code'font.



constCN : Str -> CN -> CN = \attr, type -> apCN (strAP (mkCode attr)) type;



•



propertyCN is for dealing with boolean attributes that are not ' is'attributes. E.g. propertyCN "initialised", gets translated as “property initialised”. If this is then used as a BooleanProperty, we get the text “the property initialised is true”



propertyCN : Str -> CN = \prop -> (ModAdj propertyAP (strCN prop));



•



Create text of the form: "the query  (args)"



queryCN : Str -> ArgList -> CN = \query, args -> nameCN (UseN queryN) (query ++ "(" ++ args.s ++ ")");



•



Similar to queryCN, except also contains an embedded note that is displayed when possible. When HTML formatting is used, the note is displayed as a tool-tip. When LaTeX formatting is used, the note is displayed as a footnote.



queryNoteCN : Str -> ArgList -> S -> CN = \query, args, note -> nameCN (UseN queryN) (mkNote (query ++ "(" ++ args.s ++ ")") note.s);



•



Modify the CN with some text. This can be used when creating complex CNs for use with PhraseProperty. In some cases a more complicated text that uses many parts of speech is needed for properties. One way of doing this is by creating a common noun phrase using the resource grammar. However, this requires knowledge of the resource grammar and would be difficult to do automatically. Another approach can be taken using the new opers textCN and argCN. These allow modifying of the CN, so that words and arguments can be added in a generic way. These simply append the string to the current query common noun phrase. This results in text that may not be grammatically correct, but the advantage is that it allows complicated texts to be created simply without knowledge of the resource grammar. This can perhaps be used as a temporary solution to this problem until a more ‘correct’ long term solution is found.



textCN : CN -> Str -> CN = \prop, text -> nameCN prop text;
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•



Add an argument to the CN. This is used as described above. E.g. makeShort(x1, x2) could be translated as "the short value concatenation of x1 and x2", by using the following construction:



mkPhraseProperty (argCN (textCN (argCN (textCN (textCN (textCN (textCN (strCN "short") "value") "concatenation") "of") x1) "and") x2).



argCN : CN -> Inst -> CN = \prop, arg -> nameCN prop (inst2str arg);



•



Create an AP from a string.



strAP : Str -> AP = \adj -> AdjP1 (mkAdj1 adj);



•



Build up the AP by adding another string adjective before it.



adjAP : Str -> AP -> AP = \str, prop -> AdvAP (mkAdA str) prop;



•



Create an AP from an adjective using the resource grammars.



adj1AP : Adj1 -> AP = \adj -> AdjP1 adj;



3.1.3 Linearization of constraints The final part of the user-defined grammars is the representation of constraints. Constraints can be defined for classes and operations, and the information about these, such as class name, operation name, arguments, return types, etc., must be somehow included in the grammar. Several opers for doing this already existed. These were quite adequate for their purpose and only had minor updates made to them. Below we see the type signatures of these. For classes, the constraint consists of the class name as a string, and also the text of the constraint body. contextClass : Str -> ClassConstraintBodyL -> ConstraintL;



The oper produces a linearization of the form: “for the class OwnerPIN the following invariants hold …”



For operations, there are four possibilities. Operations may or may not have parameters, and they may or may not have a return type. In the opers below, the last two characters specify which case is used. The second-last character is 1 if there are arguments and 0 if there are none. The last character is 1 if there is a return type and 0 if there is not. contextOp00 : (class, op: Str) -> OperConstraintBodyL -> ConstraintL; contextOp10 : (class, op, args : Str) -> OperConstraintBodyL -> ConstraintL; contextOp01 : (class, op, ret : Str) -> OperConstraintBodyL -> ConstraintL; contextOp11 : (class, op, args, ret : Str) -> OperConstraintBodyL -> ConstraintL;
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The produced text from these opers is of the form: “for the operation check ( pin : Sequence(Integer) , offset : Integer , length : Integer ) : Boolean of the class javacard::framework::OwnerPIN , given the following pre-conditions : … then the following post-conditions should hold : …”



Two new opers have been introduced for dealing with constructors in order to differentiate them from regular operations. The opers are quite similar to those for the operations, except for constructors we don’t need to worry about return types, so we only need one character at the end of the name to specify whether or not the constructor has arguments. contextCon0 : (class, con: Str) -> OperConstraintBodyL -> ConstraintL; contextCon1 : (class, con, args : Str) -> OperConstraintBodyL -> ConstraintL;



The produced text from these opers is of the form: “for the constructor OwnerPIN ( tryLimit : Integer , maxPINSize : Integer ) of the class javacard::framework::OwnerPIN , given the following pre-conditions : … then the following post-conditions should hold : …”



3.1.4 Generating the user-defined grammar The user-defined grammars are initially generated automatically and use opers both from the API and the resource grammars. It is not possible to automatically generate suitable grammars for all classes and properties. But it is possible to provide reasonable defaults. In any cases where the defaults are not sufficient, manual updates can be made. The following is a summary of the main rules that are followed by the grammar generator7: •



Names of classes, attributes and associations are split up based on capitalisation. E.g. In the case below, the class id is “OwnerPIN” and the natural language representation is “owner PIN”. mkClass (adjCN "owner" (strCN "PIN")) "OwnerPIN";



•



Static attributes that are all upper case with underscores between words have the underscores removed. E.g. The attribute BUFFER_FULL becomes “BUFFER FULL”. mkSimpleProperty (adjCN "BUFFER" (strCN "FULL"));



•



All attributes and associations are treated as a SimpleProperty. E.g. The attribute activeContext of JCSystem will become either “the active context of the JCSystem” (useSimpleProperty) or “the active context” (useSimplePropertyImplicit). mkSimpleProperty (adjCN "active" (strCN "context"));
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The grammar generator has required several updates during this thesis to comply with the new grammar, however it should be noted that all work on this has been done by Kristofer Johannisson and not the author of this report. 25



•



“get” operations, have the text “get” removed and are treated as a SimpleProperty. E.g. JCSystem.getTransactionDepth() is translated as “the transaction depth of JCSystem” or “the transaction depth”. mkSimpleProperty (adjCN "transaction" (strCN "depth"));



•



“is” attributes and operations have the “is” removed and are treated as an IsProperty. E.g. () is translated as “the PIN is validated”. mkIsProperty (strAP "validated");



•



Other attributes that are Booleans or operations that return Booleans, but that do not begin with “is” are treated as a BooleanProperty. E.g. Cipher.initialized is translated as “the property initialised on Cipher is true” or “the property initialised is true”. mkBooleanProperty (strCN "initialized");



•



All other operations are treated as an OnProperty. E.g. Util.makeShort is translated as “the query makeShort(x1, x2) on Util” or “the query makeShort(x1, x2)”. mkOnProperty (queryCN "makeShort" (argCons x2 (argCons x1 (argNil))));



Several other rules and heuristics are also used, but these are the key points. When the generated defaults are not adequate then the grammar must be updated manually to produce a better translation. Currently this is done by modifying the grammar module directly. In the future it is hoped that a more automated procedure will be provided whereby the user of the KeY system can specify alternate translations within the KeY tool and these can then be taken into account when the grammar module is generated. The complete API for domain specific vocabulary can be found in Appendix B. Manual updates that have been made to the generated grammar for the Java Card API can be found in Appendix C.



3.2 Linearization improvements The version of the OCL GF grammar that is being used was initially written for use with German, not English. The English version was created by roughly translating the application grammar, and updating it to use the English resource grammars instead of the German ones. The translated text is made up of sentences that are constructed using various parts of the OCL GF grammar. There were several areas where this text could be improved, partly because of deficiencies that resulted when copying from German to English. Many changes have been made, and some of the more important improvements are outlined here. Some of these changes are confined to the English concrete syntax, while more of them have required changes to the abstract syntax.
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3.2.1 Improving the negative construction The need to negate a sentence is quite common in translated OCL text. However, the translation of this was not always so nice. Negated sentences were simply formed by pre-pending the text “it is not the case that” to the sentence. E.g. "it is not the case that an exception is thrown" "it is not the case that the PIN is validated" "it is not the case that the property initialised holds"



Ideally, we would like to translate these sentences into the text: "an exception is not thrown" "the PIN is not validated" "the property initialised does not hold"



To do this, we needed to introduce the concept of an ‘atomic sentence’ into the OCL grammar. Atomic sentences are sentences that can be both positive and negative. The decision on which case to use is kept until linearization. They are supported by the GF resource grammar and this made the job of introducing them a lot simpler. In the Atom resource module, a Polarity param is defined. param Polarity = Pos | Neg ;



The atomic sentence (AS), is a string that depends on polarity. oper AS : Type = {s : Polarity => Str} ;



It is created using the mkPred oper. This works by using polarity to determine whether to use the verb group (VG) in the sentence in the positive or negative sense. The atomic sentence can be turned into a sentence (S), using the posAS and negAS opers. oper mkPred : NP -> VG -> AS = \x,F -> {s = table { Pos => (PredVP x (PosVG F)).s ; Neg => (PredVP x (NegVG F)).s } } ; posAS, negAS : AS -> S ; posAS p = {s = p.s ! Pos} ; negAS p = {s = p.s ! Neg} ;



To use this in the OCL grammar, we first introduce a new category, and functions to deal with atomic sentences. cat AtomSent; fun posAtom : AtomSent -> Sent ; fun negAtom : AtomSent -> Sent ;



We then define the concrete linearizations for these for both English… lincat AtomSent = AS; lin negAtom a = negAS a; lin posAtom a = posAS a;



…and OCL. Note however that for OCL we do not gain any extra functionality as
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the keyword not will always be used to negate an OCL clause regardless whether it is a sentence or an atomic sentence. lincat AtomSent = Inst; lin negAtom a = prefix unP "not" a; lin posAtom a = a;



Now that atomic sentences are part of the grammar, we can use them where we need to. E.g. ‘is’ attributes like PIN.isValidated can use this, and be translated as “the PIN is validated” or “the PIN is not validated”. This is done using the useIsProperty lin in coreEng. Here the object is treated as a noun phrase while the property is converted into a verb group. From this the mkPred oper from the Atom resource module ensures the correct linearization. useIsProperty _ prop obj = mkPred (inst2np obj) (PredAP prop);



As well as ‘is’ attributes, all other boolean attributes and queries, as well as other text that produces boolean sentences were updated in a similar manner.



3.2.2 Sentences instead of strings One of the key features of the resource grammars is that it allows application developers to not have to worry about linguistic problems. Another great advantage of using the resource grammars is that multilingual applications become much easier to develop. In the resource grammar abstract syntax, many common functions are provided and these are then linearized into many different languages. If an application grammar uses these functions as much as possible then developing the application in more than one languages becomes quite easy as the use of the resource grammar functions will often be very similar in the concrete grammars of different languages. All that is different between languages is the concrete resource grammars that are used and the vocabulary used as arguments to the resource grammar functions. The grammar structure is taken care of automatically by the resource grammars. In the externalOperEng module there were many cases where the resource grammars were not being used at all which is not good. Instead of the resource grammars, string concatenation was being used quite a lot to produce the text. Although this worked, it was not taking advantage of the resource grammar so in order to translate this to a different language it would need to be completely rewritten which is not ideal. An example is the following oper that is used to construct the text of a constraint for an operation without arguments and return type. contextOp00 : Str -> Str -> OperConstraintBodyL -> ConstraintL = \class, op, body -> ss (["for the operation"] ++ op ++ ["of the class"] ++ class ++ ["the following holds :"] ++ cb2str body);



Here we see that string concatenation is used liberally, and there is no attempt to follow a correct grammar pattern. By using sentences and resource grammar functions this oper can be rewritten as follows:
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contextOp00 : Str -> Str -> OperConstraintBodyL -> ConstraintL = \class, op, body -> (AdvS (opAdS operationN op class) (operCB2s body));



Above, other opers are created to break down the text in to parts that can be reused in more than one place, such as opAdS, which creates a sentence adverbial for an operation. I.e. "for the operation x of the class y" opAdS : N -> Str -> Str -> AdS = \type, op, class -> (AdV2AdS (forNP (appFun1 (funOfCN (nameCN (UseN type) (mkBold op))) (DefOneNP (nameCN (UseN classN) (mkBold class))) )));



This was one example of how an oper was changed. Throughout the ‘constraint building’ section of the externalOperEng/internalOperEng modules, opers were updated in a similar manner to make use of the resource grammars correctly.



3.2.3 Mathematical operators Some times even small changes can make quite a difference to the translated text. There were many minor improvements throughout the grammar made to achieve this. An example is the text used when translating the mathematical operators >= and = y was translated to “x is greater/equal than/to y”. Since these operators are generally used quite often in OCL constraints, then this text would appear many times and this could disrupt the flow of reading the text. To solve this problem, the translated text was changed to be the much more suitable texts “x is at most y” and “x is at least y”. This was done using the following opers for creating two-place adjectives. lteAdj2 : Adj2 = mkAdj2 "at" "most"; gteAdj2 : Adj2 = mkAdj2 "at" "least";



These adjectives were then used in internalOperEng to produce a sentence comparing two instances. Here, predA2 is an oper taken from the resource grammar that puts a two-place adjective between two noun phrases (Inst is defined to be a NP). lteThan : Inst -> Inst predA2 lteAdj2 a gteThan : Inst -> Inst predA2 gteAdj2 a



-> S = \a,b -> b; -> S = \a,b -> b;



3.2.4 Dealing with object types OCL provides operations for working with object types, such as checking what type an object is, or casting an object to a particular type. An example of their use can be taken from the equals operation of the AID class.
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result = (anObject.oclIsTypeOf(AID)



and anObject.oclAsType(AID).theAID = self.theAID)



This was translated to the text we see below, which is very difficult to read and makes little sense (This is in part due to the fact that this was translated automatically from the German grammar and so it attempts to use a German construction). “the result is equal to the truth value of the predication that a type of anObject is equal to AID and the theAID of anObject as an instance of AID regardedly is equal to the theAID of the aid”



What we would really like it to say is “the result is equal to true if and only if anObject is of type AID and the AID of anObject is equal to the AID”



To implement these changes, we first need to update the linearization of oclIsTypeOf in the oclLibraryEng module to be: anyOclIsTypeOf a t = ofType a t;



This linearization is supported by the following additions to the internalOperEng and myResourceExtEng modules respectively. ofType : Inst -> Inst -> S = \a,b -> predA2 typeAdj2 a b; typeAdj2



: Adj2 = mkAdj2 "of" "type";



The above changes mean that we have transformed a “the type of anObject is equal to AID” into “anObject is of type AID”, which is a clearer, simpler text. To



perform the second part of the transformation, we must also update the linearization of oclAsType. This OCL oper is used to perform casting of objects. For this we will make an assumption. It is good practice to always check the type of an object before trying to cast it. If we assume that this is always done, then this means that oclIsTypeOf will always be used before oclAsType. This means that there is no need to mention that an object is ‘casted’, as we will have already determined its type previously. Below we update the oper in oclLibraryEng to just use the object and make no mention that a casting took place. anyOclAsTypeStrict c a t = a;



This means that we have ”anObject as an instance of AID regardedly” instead treated simply as ”anObject”. The final piece of this update relates to the handling of sentences that can be evaluated to be either true or false. Often sentences need to be converted to Booleans in order to compare them with other Booleans. The old translation for this was: "the truth value of the predication that…(sentence)"
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This is a very clumsy translation and not very nice to read. A better translation would be8: " true if and only if….(sentence)"



To make this change, we needed to update the sent2bool oper in the oclLibraryEng module. sent2bool s = np2inst (MassNP (nounSubjSentence (UseN trueN) iffSubj s));



After making this change, we have now achieved our objective. The OCL example given previously in this chapter now gets translated to our desired output: “the result is equal to true if and only if anObject is of type AID and the AID of anObject is equal to the AID”



3.2.5 Using lists Often it is desirable to have some flexibility in how lists of similar constructs are linearized. For example, given the OCL size + length, we would like to translate this as “size plus length”. However, if there is more than one ‘+’, then we might like something different. We would like to translate size + length + offset as “the sum of size, length and offset”. To do this, we use a ‘List’ grammar pattern. First we define a new category SumList in the core abstract grammar. In the coreOCL concrete grammar this is linearized as an Inst which is simply any OCL expression. Since we will not be changing the appearance of sums in OCL, nothing special needs to be done there. However, in the coreEng concrete grammar we will add some flexibility. Here we use a record containing two strings, and a parameter to indicate the size of the list. lincat SumList = {s0, s1 : Str; size : ListSize}; param ListSize = LSempty | LSone | LSmany;



Next we introduce some new funs into the oclLibrary module. These allow us to handle the cases where one ‘+’ is used (oneSum), or where more than one is used (consSum). We also need to be able to convert this list back into a Real value instance, as the sum will probably be just part of a larger OCL constraint. oneSum : Instance Real -> Instance Real -> SumList; consSum : Instance Real -> SumList -> SumList; sumList2Real : SumList -> Instance Real;



The linearization of this in oclLibraryOCL is quite straight forward. oneSum and consSum are treated exactly the same, and sumList2Real just treats the SumList instance as a Real instance, since no special handling is required when linearizing in OCL. It is in the English translation that we want to make changes, so in oclLibraryEng we will do the necessary work. oneSum a b = {s0 = (inst2str a); s1 = (inst2str b); size = LSone};



consSum t a = {s0 = (a.s0 ++ "," ++ a.s1); s1 = (inst2str t); size = LSmany}; 8



This implementation only works if the text comes at the right hand side of ‘is equal to’. A second alternative is needed if it occurs at the left hand side of ‘is equal to’. For now, this is future work. 31



sumList2Real a = case a.size of { LSone => instInfix "plus" (constNoInfl a.s0) (constNoInfl a.s1); _ => np2inst (appFun1 (funOfCN (UseN sumN)) (inst2np (instInfix "and" (constNoInfl a.s0) (constNoInfl a.s1))))



};



In oneSum, we store the two parts of the sum separately. The size of the list is set to be LSone. If sumList2Real is then used to convert this back into a Real instance, the first part of the case statement is used and this produces the text “x plus y”. In consSum, we join the two previous parts of the sum together with a comma separating them, while keeping the final part of the sum in the second string. The size is set to be LSmany. In this scenario, the second part of the case statement in sumList2Real will be invoked, and this results in the text “the sum of x, y and z” being produced. This list ‘design pattern’ is very useful and the same technique was used in many places. Multiplication handling was updated to produce text such as “the product of x, y and z” instead of “x times y times z”. Another use was when dealing with many ‘and’/’or’ statements. In this case some formatting was implemented to ensure that bullet points were used when more than one ‘and’ conjunction or ‘or’ disjunction occurred in the text.



3.2.6 If–then–else When investigating the Library Catalogue System OCL constraints, an if-thenelse statement was encountered for the first time. However, it was not dealt with in a very effective way. Below is an OCL extract taken from the LibraryManager class (where bo is a parameter passed into the operation and represents a single book). if [email protected](bo) then self.bookDatabase = self.bookDatabase@pre else self.bookDatabase = self.bookDatabase@pre-> including(bo) endif



Previously, this was translated to: "if the previous value of the set of book databases contains bo , the set of book databases is equal to the previous value of the set of book databases and if it is not the case that the previous value of the set of book databases contains bo , the set of book databases is equal to the set that contains all elements of the previous value of the set of book databases and bo"



There are two problems with this. The first is that the ‘else-clause’ is created by repeating the ‘if-clause’ in the negative. I.e. “if x … and if it is not the case that x …”. In this case, the clause is quite long which makes the text more complicated than necessary. By using the word “otherwise” instead of repeating the clause in the negative, a good improvement can be made. A second problem is that “then” is simply translated as a comma “,”. This makes the text unclear as it is not easy to know that the comma represents “then”. Replacing the comma with the text “then this implies that” makes the text easier to 32



read and understand. These changes are implemented as follows: ifThenElseS cond t e = SubjIfImpliesOtherwise cond t e; SubjIfImpliesOtherwise : S -> S -> S -> S = \a, b, c -> {s = (SubjImplies a b).s ++ OtherwiseAdv.s ++ c.s }; SubjImplies : S -> S -> S = \a, b -> {s = IfSubj.s ++ a.s ++ thenSubj.s ++ (PredVP ThisNP (PosVG (PredVS (v2vs implyV) b))).s};



And give the following translated text: "if the previous value of the set of book databases contains bo then this implies that the set of book databases is equal to the previous value of the set of book databases otherwise the set of book databases is equal to the set that contains all elements of the previous value of the set of book databases and bo"



3.3 Formatting improvements This chapter introduces the concept of formatting to the OCL GF grammar. We show how formatting the translated text can greatly improve the readability. We also see that different formats provide extra capabilities to carry out text rendering in a manner that is not possible when using plain text.



3.3.1 Motivation for applying formatting By default, no formatting is applied to the text that is produced from the OCL to natural language translator. Figure 5 shows an example of the output.



Figure 5 – Translated OCL without formatting
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Many problems can be immediately identified with this. • All the text is in one continuous line. This is very off-putting as we are normally used to reading text in a more structured manner, particularly when it is dealing with technical matters. • In the above text there are constraints for a class and four operations, however this is not immediately apparent. You must strain in order to find the constraint for a particular operation, and this is very inconvenient, particularly if there are many operations and you are only interested in one. • In the constraint for the post-condition of the ‘check’ operation, there are many ‘and’ conjunctions and if-statements. It is impossible to see here what pieces of the constraint go with each if-statement and it is impossible to see how all the conjunctions relate to each other. By applying some simple formatting, this text can be improved dramatically. To do this though, we must keep certain things in mind. • The formatting should fit into the grammar in an unobtrusive way. That is, any changes made should not have negative linguistic side effects. • We would like to be able to choose different formatting styles and so formatting tags should not be integrated with the OCL grammar. Instead, the grammar should use abstract functions that can then be implemented in more than one way, so it should then be possible to switch between formatting styles. Examples of potential formatting styles are HTML and LaTeX.



3.3.2 The formatting resources



format (interface) implements



formatNone



formatHTML



formatLaTeX



extends



OCL Grammar



formatOCL uses



Figure 6 – Structure of formatting resource modules



In Figure 6 we can see how the formatting resource modules have been structured and used. The format interface defines all opers that are required to perform formatting tasks, without specifying an implementation. This interface can then be implemented in many different ways using different instances.
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Currently three instances exists, formatNone, formatHTML and formatLaTeX. The formatNone instance is a default implementation that provides no real formatting and just leaves all text as it is. The formatHTML instance implements the formatting opers using HTML style tag formatting. Assuming the opers are used correctly in the application grammar, then the outputted text can be displayed in a formatted manner if viewed using a web browser. The formatLaTeX instance implements the formatting opers using LaTeX style formatting. When the text is in this format, documents in many different formats can be generated from it, such as DVI or PDF documents. The application grammar (in this case the OCL grammar) chooses which formatting it wants to use. This has been done by creating another module which is part of the OCL grammar called formatOCL that extends one of the formatting instances. All the other modules in the OCL grammar open this formatOCL module when they need access to a formatting oper. This means that in order to change to a different formatting style, only formatOCL has to be changed. I.e. changed to extend a different formatting instance. E.g. In Figure 6 formatOCL extends formatLaTeX, therefore all output will be formatted in LaTeX style. In order to generate output in HTML style, we simply have to change formatOCL to extend formatHTML instead. The drawback of this structure is that the formatting style cannot be changed at run time, since the formatOCL file needs to be manually changed in order to change the formatting type. However, for now this is the approach used, and by having the formatOCL file, we have minimised the number of files that require changing to be just a single file.



3.3.3 Introducing formatting to the grammar When adding the formatting to the OCL grammar, care needed to be taken to ensure that this did not have any negative linguistic side effects. For example, when using HTML, tags must be placed before or around words to achieve special formatting, but when doing this we don’t want to interfere with the grammatical structure of a sentence, or the inflection of a word. Because of this, formatting was only added where it would not have a negative impact. Formatting tags were applied in places where it was safe to do so: • Surrounding constraints. E.g. paragraph breaks etc. • Before or surrounding complete sentences. E.g. bullet lists • Surrounding ‘unchanging’ words. I.e. words that do not have any inflection rules. E.g. arguments to an operation are italicized, or class/operation id’s are printed in bold. To demonstrate an example of how formatting was used we will take the case where class id’s are printed in bold. The idea is that by highlighting the id of a class, we can then easily identify to what class a constraint belongs to. In the format resource module an oper is defined that produces a string from a string. mkBold : Str -> Str;



In formatHTML, the definition of the oper applies the appropriate HTML tags. When doing this, formatHTML makes use of a GF resource module called HTML
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that contains useful HTML opers such as intag. In this example, this results in the string “text”. mkBold : Str -> Str = \text -> intag "b" text;



In formatLaTeX, the oper is defined using the LaTeX command \textbf. mkBold : Str -> Str = \text -> "\\textbf{" ++ text ++ "}";



In formatNone, the oper definition simply leaves the string unchanged. mkBold : Str -> Str = \text -> text;



If, for example, we wish to use HTML formatting, then the formatOCL module should extend formatHTML as follows: resource formatOCL = formatHTML ** {}



Now, to apply the formatting, the OCL grammar must use the formatting opers appropriately. In the externalOperEng module, formatOCL is used and the mkBold oper is applied to the class id when producing the text “for the class ”. resource externalOperEng = open formatOCL… -- Create a sentence adverbial for a class. -- I.e. "for the class " classAdV : N -> Str -> AdV = \type, id -> (forNP (DefOneNP (nameCN (UseN type) (mkBold id))));



This results in the class id being printed in bold, an example of which can be seen in Figure 7 later in this document. The same formatting principles have been applied in many places in the OCL grammar to improve the overall readability. These formatting changes are described somewhat more in the next section.



3.3.4 Applying the formatting Structural and style changes to the translated text can make a big difference. Using the text in Figure 5 as a starting point, we have tried to identify ways in which formatting can be used to improve the readability of the text. The following is a summary of changes that have been made. •



A break was introduced between the constraints of different operations. This allows each operations constraints to be read as individual units. It also allows the reader to find particular constraints easier.



•



The operation and/or class name for which the constraint is for, now appears in bold. This allows the reader to quickly identify the operation/class that a constraint belongs to.



•



Line breaks appear in appropriate places. The text "given the following preconditions", and "the following post-conditions hold" are put on their own lines, acting as ‘glue’ between the constraint heading and constraint contents.



•



Bullet lists are used for listing constraints. This allows individual constraints to be clearly separated from each other while still being
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identified as being part of the same group of constraints for an operation/class. •



If there is a sequence of more than one ‘and’ statements in a constraint, then these are listed as a bullet list. This makes it easier to distinguish between the different elements of the ‘and’ statement, while still grouping them together.



•



Similar to the ‘and’ statements, if there is more than one ‘or’ statement together in a constraint, then these are listed as a bullet list.



•



All operation arguments are linearized in italics. This allows arguments to be easily identified and easily separated from class attributes.



•



In the constraint text, any class ids, attributes or operations are used in their literal form, i.e. not in a natural language form, are printed in monospace font.



•



OCL collection operations can produce quite complicated text. Operations like ‘forAll’ can have a complicated clause, followed by a content that is also complex. Readability is improved by separating the clause from the content, and by using indentation.



•



For operations and attributes that are not easily rendered in natural language, a note facility is provided that allows a detailed description of the operation/attribute to be displayed separately from the main text when desired. In HTML, this text is displayed as a tool-tip. In LaTeX, the text is displayed as a footnote.



The use of the formatting opers is confined to the English concrete syntax. I.e. no formatting is applied to the linearization of OCL. However, it was necessary to make some changes to the abstract syntax in order to support the formatting changes, for example when introducing ‘and’/’or’ lists. In Figure 7 we can see an example of the dramatic improvement that we can achieve when formatting the translated text. Figure 7 is a translation of the same OCL specification that we have seen previously translated in Figure 5, except this time HTML formatting is applied to it. Note that the purpose of this example is to demonstrate the formatting updates, and it does not contain all the linearization improvements that have been made. More complete examples can be found in [22] and Appendix A. In Figure 8 we can see another example. This time we can see how tooltips are used to help in the translation of operations and attributes that do not fit easily into our natural language translation. Sometimes quite a long descriptive piece of text is needed to describe an attribute/operation. In these cases it is best to leave the attribute/operation name as it is and provide a tool-tip that contains the more descriptive text and which can be viewed whenever the user wishes. In LaTeX formatting, the corresponding tool-tip text is displayed as a footnote in the resulting documentation.
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Figure 7 – Example of translated OCL text formatted using HTML.



Figure 8 – Example of use of tool-tips to describe operations
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3.3.5 HTML and style sheets When using HTML, we can also avail of style sheets to improve the appearance. Style sheets can be used to specify the presentation of a HTML document without cluttering up the content of the page with many tags. In our case, this also means that we can keep the HTML impact in the grammar to a minimum by extracting out presentation details into the style sheet. The HTML of translated OCL contains a link to a style sheet that specifies the appearance of various aspects of the HTML page. 




An example of the use of the style sheet can be seen in Figure 8, in the style of the text that is used for the operation makeShort. To achieve this affect we add a class called code to our style sheet (we call it code, as this is the style of text that code is normally written in). .code { font-family : monospace; font-size : 75%; }



In formatHTML we then provide an oper for using this style class. What this essentially does, is ensure that a given piece of text uses this style. mkCode : Str -> Str = \text -> intagAttr "span" "class=code" text;



This oper is then used in the OCL grammar to make certain text appear in this style. For example, all text that uses notes uses this style. mkCode (mkNote text tooltip)



The style sheet is currently only used in a few situations, but it has the potential to be expanded to produce an attractive looking web page for translated OCL requirements.
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Chapter 4



Results and analysis As mentioned earlier, two case studies were performed for this thesis, the Java Card API and the Library Catalogue System. Natural language text was generated from the OCL specifications, problems were identified, and improvements were implemented. This chapter goes through some examples of the effect the improvements have had on the produced text. Interesting examples from within the Java Card framework are used to demonstrate this. Problem areas that still exist within these examples are also identified and suggestions made about possible improvements that could be made. Further examples can be found in Appendix A. The complete set of translations for the case studies can be viewed online [22]. The translation tool itself will be made available for download from the location specified in [23].



4.1 Step by step example In this section, we will take one relevant and interesting example and go through its transformation step-by-step. Once the translation is complete, we will compare it to an existing informal specification and critically analyse it.



4.1.1 OCL specification Below we can see the OCL specification for the operation check on the class OwnerPIN. Its purpose is to compare a given PIN number with the PIN value in the OwnerPIN class itself. This example contains reasonably complicated OCL and involves many aspects of the OCL GF grammar. Therefore it is a good example to analyse. context OwnerPIN::check(pin: Sequence(Integer), offset: Integer, length: Integer): Boolean post: (self.triesLeft->at(1) = 0 implies result = false) post: ( self.triesLeft->at(1) > 0 and pin = 0 and length >= 0 and offset+length size() and Util.arrayCompare(self.pin, 0, pin, offset, length) = 0 ) implies ( result = true and
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self.isValidated() and self.triesLeft->at(1) = self.maxTries ) post: ( self.triesLeft->at(1) > 0 and not ( pin = 0 and length >= 0 and offset+length size() and Util.arrayCompare(self.pin, 0, pin, offset, length) = 0 ) ) implies ( not self.isValidated() and self.triesLeft->at(1) = self.triesLeft@pre->at(1)-1 and ( ( not excThrown("Exception") and result = false ) or excThrown("NullPointerException") or excThrown("ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException") ) )



4.1.2 The original translation Before any improvements were implemented, the translation tool gave the following output: “for the operation check ( pin : Seq(UML_OCL::Integer) , offset : UML_OCL::Integer , length : UML_OCL::Integer ) : UML_OCL::Boolean of the class javacard::framework::OwnerPIN the following holds : the following postconditions should hold : (*) if the element at the index 1 of the triesLeft of the ownerpin is equal to 0 , the result is equal to false (*) if the element at the index 1 of the triesLeft of the ownerpin is greater than 0 and pin is not equal to null and offset is greater/equal than/to 0 and length is greater/equal than/to 0 and offset plus length is smaller/equal than/to the size of pin and the query arrayCompare ( the pin of the ownerpin , 0 , pin , offset , length ) to Util is equal to 0 , the result is equal to true and the query isValidated ( ) holds for the ownerpin and the element at the index 1 of the triesLeft of the ownerpin is equal to the maxTries of the ownerpin (*) if the element at the index 1 of the triesLeft of the ownerpin is greater than 0 and it is not the case that pin is not equal to null and offset is greater/equal than/to 0 and length is greater/equal than/to 0 and offset plus length is smaller/equal than/to the size of pin and the query arrayCompare ( the pin of the ownerpin , 0 , pin , offset , length ) to Util is equal to 0 , it is not the case that the query isValidated ( ) holds for the ownerpin and the element at the index 1 of the triesLeft of the ownerpin is equal to the element at the index 1 of the triesLeft of the ownerpin at the beginning of the Operation minus 1 and it is not the case that Exception is thrown and the result is equal to false or NullPointerException is thrown or ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException is thrown”
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Here, the obvious problem we can see is the lack of formatting. It is completely off-putting to be faced with a large paragraph of text like this, and reading it becomes very difficult. But, for the moment, let us not worry about the formatting. Instead let us look at the quality of the content of the text. and see how we can improve it. In chapter 3 we have described the implementation of several improvements that have been made in the grammar. Now we can step through this example and show how these improvements really work.



4.1.3 Applying the API updates Our first update, is to look at how attribute, operation and class names are dealt with. Using the new API for domain specific vocabulary, these can be linearized in a more appropriate way. In the example above, the class OwnerPIN is translated as “ownerpin”, which is not a very good translation. Using some heuristics in the grammar generator, and using the new API, this can now be translated to “owner PIN” automatically by default. mkClass (adjCN "owner" (strCN "PIN")) "OwnerPIN";



The attributes triesLeft and maxTries are translated as “the triesLeft of the ownerpin” and “the maxTries of the ownerpin” respectively. The new default behaviour for attributes will translate these as “the tries left” and “the max tries”, which sounds a bit better when used as part of the English translation. Note how the class name can be omitted since the attributes are mentioned in the context of the class itself. We can also improve the translation even more by making some manual updates to how these are linearized. For example, triesLeft can be linearized as “the try counter” and maxTries can be linearized as “the maximum number of tries”. mkSimpleProperty (adjCN "try" (strCN "counter")); mkSimpleProperty (ofCN (adjCN "maximum" (strCN "number")) (strCN "tries"));



Two operations are used in the OCL constraint. Use of the isValidated operation, results in the text “the query isValidated ( ) holds for the ownerpin”. Treating this operation as an IsProperty, now allows us to linearize this in a much nicer way: “the owner PIN is validated”. The second operation used, arrayCompare, gets linearized to “the query arrayCompare ( the pin of the ownerpin , 0 , pin , offset , length ) to Util”. Unfortunately this is not so easily translated into simple English The task it carries out does not fit nicely as part of the translated constraint. To solve this problem, we can make use of the ‘note’ facility provided in the API. We can include the text below as a note for the operation, and this will then be displayed as a tool-tip when HTML formatting is used, and as a footnote when LaTeX formatting is used. “Compares the specified source array, beginning at the specified position, with the destination array beginning at the specified position from left to right. A result of 0 indicates that the arrays are equal.”



Another possible future improvement when dealing with queries such as this, is to provide a hyperlink from the query to the natural language specification of that query. E.g. if the query Util.arrayCompare has a natural language translation 42



of its own OCL constraints, then a hyperlink could be used to link to the specification any time the query is mentioned in the text.



4.1.4 Applying the linearization updates Now, the improved text is beginning to take shape. Next we can look at some other linearization updates implemented that have improved the translation of this example. In several places in this constraint, the operators >= and 


is meant by this text. The first problem here is that the try counter is represented as the first element of an array in the source code and this results in the translation “the element at the index 1 of the try counter” which is very long-winded. We can improve this by updating the OCL to use a ‘let-definition’ as follows: def: let tryCounter = self.triesLeft->at(1)



Now, the key word tryCounter can be used replace self.triesLeft>at(1) everywhere in the OCL. This then improves the translation to be “the try counter at the beginning of the Operation”. By improving the translation of the OCL keyword @pre, we can then get an even better translation for this, which is “the previous value of the try counter”. The use of atomic sentences also improves the quality of the text measurably. In this example we find the text “it is not the case that the owner PIN is validated” and also “it is not the case that Exception is thrown”. After making the updates described in section 3.2.1, these now get translated as “the owner PIN is not validated” and also “Exception is not thrown” So now we have managed to improve the quality of the text in this example quite a bit. After making some further minor updates, such as changing “postconditions” to “post-conditions”, “Exception” to “an exception” and more, we are then left with the following text.
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“for the class OwnerPIN introduce the following definition : the try counter is defined as the element at index 1 of the triesLeft attribute\\n for the operation check ( pin : Seq(Integer) , offset : Integer , length : Integer ) : Boolean of the class javacard::framework::OwnerPIN the following post-conditions should hold : (*) if the try counter is equal to 0 then this implies that the result is equal to false (*) if the try counter is greater than 0 and pin is not equal to null and offset is at least 0 and length is at least 0 and offset plus length is at most the size of pin and the query arrayCompare ( the pin, 0 , pin , offset , length ) on Util is equal to 0 then this implies that the result is equal to true and the owner PIN is validated and the try counter is equal to the maximum number of tries (*) if the try counter is greater than 0 and it is not the case that pin is not equal to null and offset is at least 0 and length is at least 0 and offset plus length is at most the size of pin and the query arrayCompare ( the pin, 0 , pin , offset , length ) on Util is equal to 0 then this implies that the owner PIN is not validated and the try counter is equal to the previous value of the try counter minus 1 and an exception is not thrown and the result is equal to false or a null pointer exception is thrown or an array index out of bounds exception is thrown”



This text is shorter, more grammatically correct and easier to read. But even if the text is of better quality, it is still difficult to read when displayed in a single line as it is now. Formatting is needed.



4.1.5 Applying the formatting updates As described in section 3.3, we then add formatting to the text. Keywords are printed in bold. Arguments to the operation are italicized. Sequences of ‘and’/‘or’ statements are made into bullet lists. Footnotes are used to provide extra information on complex operations and attributes. And so, what results is the text we will see next. Once the formatting is applied, the text improves dramatically. Both the quality and readability of the translated text have now clearly been improved. for the class OwnerPIN introduce the following definition : •



the try counter is defined as the element at index 1 of the triesLeft attribute



for the operation check ( pin : Seq(Integer) , offset : Integer , length : Integer ) : Boolean of the class javacard::framework::OwnerPIN , the following post-conditions should hold : •



if the try counter is greater than 0 and at least one of the following conditions is not true o o o o o



pin is not equal to null offset is at least 0 length is at least 0 offset plus length is at most the size of pin the query arrayCompare ( the pin , 0 , pin , offset , length )1 on Util is equal to 0



then this implies that the following conditions are true o o o



the owner PIN is not validated the try counter is equal to the previous value of the try counter minus 1 at least one of the following conditions is true an exception is not thrown and the result is equal to false a null pointer exception is thrown an array index out of bounds exception is thrown
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•



if the following conditions are true o o o o o o



the try counter is greater than 0 pin is not equal to null offset is at least 0 length is at least 0 offset plus length is at most the size of pin the query arrayCompare ( the pin , 0 , pin , offset , length )1 on Util is equal to 0



then this implies that the following conditions are true o o o •



the result is equal to true the owner PIN is validated the try counter is equal to the maximum number of tries



if the try counter is equal to 0 then this implies that the result is equal to false



1



Compares the specified source array, beginning at the specified position, with the destination array beginning at the specified position from left to right. A result of 0 indicates that the arrays are equal.



4.2 A Comparison with official specification The text is much improved. But can even more be done with it? To perform extra analysis, the example from section 4.1 is compared with an official specification of the corresponding operation.



4.2.1 Structural differences with the comparison documentation Documentation for the Java Card API can be found in [12] and [13]. This documentation is mostly intended as a user guide for developers that use the Java Card API, and as such is not really a requirements specification. It does however, include enough requirements to make this a useful comparison. Below we can see this official documentation for the check method of the OwnerPIN class. public boolean check(byte[] pin, short offset, byte length) throws ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException, NullPointerException Compares pin against the PIN value. If they match and the PIN is not blocked, it sets the validated flag and resets the try counter to its maximum. If it does not match, it decrements the try counter and, if the counter has reached zero, blocks the PIN. Even if a transaction is in progress, update of internal state - the try counter, the validated flag, and the blocking state, shall not participate in the transaction. Note: • If NullPointerException or ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException is thrown, the validated flag must be set to false, the try counter must be decremented and, the PIN blocked if the counter reaches zero. • If offset or length parameter is negative an ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException exception is thrown. • If offset+length is greater than pin.length, the length of the pin array, an ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException exception is thrown. • If pin parameter is null a NullPointerException exception is thrown. 45



Specified by: check in interface PIN Parameters: pin - the byte array containing the PIN value being checked offset - the starting offset in the pin array length - the length of pin Returns: true if the PIN value matches; false otherwise Throws: ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException - if the check operation would cause access of data outside array bounds. NullPointerException - if pin is null



Comparing our generated specification with this documentation, a clear difference that we can see is the structure of the two specifications. Our specification translates the OCL literally, line for line, maintaining more or less the same structure that can be found in the OCL. Whereas, the Java Card documentation is divided more semantically into different sections such as the parameters, returns and throws sections. One particularly useful part of the documentation is that the parameters that are passed into the operation are described in a parameters section. This is something that we could also definitely use, as currently we never describe parameters, and we also never alter them in any way to provide more descriptive text. Parameter descriptions in Java are written in JavaDoc, a Java documentation format, and OCL constraints in the KeY system are also imbedded in the JavaDoc. Therefore once a proper parser is written to extract the OCL constraints automatically from KeY, it should then be also possible to extract the parameter descriptions and perhaps include them in the generated grammars. Another difference we can see is how exceptions are treated. In the Java Card documentation Exceptions are given special handling. The exceptional cases are listed separately from the main flow. This avoids the need to have text such as “an exception is not thrown”, because we assume in the main flow that exception is not thrown. Adopting the same approach in our translated grammar would make the text a bit cleaner. However, this is not a trivial task as OCL provides no mechanism for structuring constraints in this way and it may be difficult to isolate the statements relating to exceptions. It is interesting to note that the formal requirements language JML allows separation of main and exception flows, and if this capability was added to OCL then our task would become much easier.



4.2.2 Textual differences with the comparison documentation Now, let us look closer at the text and examine the content of the two descriptions. The documentation contains some text for which there is no corresponding text in our translated text. Since our text is based on OCL, it is quite detailed and contains no ‘high-level’ requirements such as “Compares pin against the PIN value.”
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The text: “Even if a transaction is in progress, update of internal state - the try counter, the validated flag, and the blocking state, shall not participate in the transaction.”



is also not mentioned in our text, as the OCL does not contain any constraints relating to this. There are several examples where the documentation contains text that corresponds fairly closely to what we have in our generated text. For example, the text: “If they match and the PIN is not blocked, it sets the validated flag and resets the try counter to its maximum. “



corresponds fairly closely to the text highlighted below: •



if the following conditions are true o o o o o o



the try counter is greater than 0 pin is not equal to null offset is at least 0 length is at least 0 offset plus length is at most the size of pin the query arrayCompare ( the pin , 0 , pin , offset , length ) on Util is equal to 0



then this implies that the following conditions are true o o o



the result is equal to true the owner PIN is validated the try counter is equal to the max number of tries



The generated text is not as simple as the documentation, but that is due to the fact that it needs to contain more detail in order to accurately represent the OCL constraints and ensure that no ambiguities are allowed. Another example where there is a correspondence between the documentation and the generated text is the following, where the text: “If it does not match, it decrements the try counter”



corresponds to the highlighted text in the extract below. •



if the try counter is greater than 0 and at least one of the following conditions is not true o o o o o



pin is not equal to null offset is at least 0 length is at least 0 offset plus length is at most the size of pin the query arrayCompare ( the pin , 0 , pin , offset , length ) on Util is equal to 0



then this implies that the following conditions are true o o o



the owner PIN is not validated the try counter is equal to the previous value of the try counter minus 1 at least one of the following conditions is true an exception is not thrown and the result is equal to false a null pointer exception is thrown an array index out of bounds exception is thrown



Here, again, we see much more detail in the generated text. Another interesting comparison we can see is that where the documentation uses “decrements the try counter”, the generated text contains the lengthy text “the try counter … … minus
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1”. Since decrementing a counter is quite a frequent occurrence in programming, it



would be useful if the grammar could recognise this pattern, and so produce the text “the try counter is decremented” instead. For now though, that is future work. Below we have the two texts for our next example. “and, if the counter has reached zero, blocks the PIN.” •



if the try counter is equal to 0 then this implies that the result is equal to false



In this case, we again see the literal translation of the OCL compared to the natural description in the specification. The documentation talks in natural terms about the result, i.e. “blocks the PIN”, however our translation gives the literal translation “the result is equal to false”, instead of describing what is meant by this result. Of course, in the context of the check operation that this constraint is part of, the meaning is still correct. Our final comparison deals with how exceptions are dealt with in the documentation. Note: • If NullPointerException or ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException is thrown, the validated flag must be set to false, the try counter must be decremented and, the PIN blocked if the counter reaches zero. • If offset or length parameter is negative an ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException exception is thrown. • If offset+length is greater than pin.length, the length of the pin array, an ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException exception is thrown. • If pin parameter is null a NullPointerException exception is thrown.



compared to: •



if the try counter is greater than 0 and at least one of the following conditions is not true o o o o o



pin is not equal to null offset is at least 0 length is at least 0 offset plus length is at most the size of pin the query arrayCompare ( the pin , 0 , pin , offset , length ) on Util is equal to 0



then this implies that the following conditions are true o o o



the owner PIN is not validated the try counter is equal to the previous value of the try counter minus 1 at least one of the following conditions is true an exception is not thrown and the result is equal to false a null pointer exception is thrown an array index out of bounds exception is thrown



The translation corresponding to the notes on exceptions is quite good. All the cases where exceptions should be thrown are covered in our OCL translation. The specification description is more precise on which exceptions are thrown in which conditions, but the fact that this is not clear in our translation is because it is not specified in the OCL requirements. From comparing the documentation with the translation, several ideas for future work have been identified just from this example alone. It is clear that work still remains to make the translation as natural sounding as hand-crafted documentation.
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4.3 Further examples In the previous sections in this chapter a detailed example has been given on how the translated text has been improved, and also some deficiencies have been identified that should be considered when planning future work. Much of the Java Card API has been investigated in this manner, but the full details of this will not be described here. Instead, in this next section, a small selection of interesting examples has been selected showing some good translations and also some places where improvements can be made. Again, we make use of the official Java Card documentation for comparison with the generated text.



4.3.1 Effective translations Much of the generated text is very readable and of good grammatical quality. One nice example of a good translation can be found in the equals operation of the AID class. This translates to: “an exception is not thrown and the result is equal to true if and only if anObject is of type AID and the AID of anObject is equal to the AID or SecurityException is thrown”.



This text is a little complicated to read but compares quite favourably to the Java Card documentation of the same method, which can be seen below. “Compares the AID bytes in this AID instance to the AID bytes in the specified object. The result is true if and only if the argument is not null and is an AID object that encapsulates the same AID bytes as this object.”



Another example of a nice translation can be found in the beginTransaction method of JCSystem. An extract from the documentation is: Begins an atomic transaction. If a transaction is already in progress (transaction nesting depth level != 0), a TransactionException is thrown. Throws: TransactionException - with the following reason codes: • TransactionException.IN_PROGRESS if a transaction is already in progress.



The corresponding generated text is: the following post-conditions should hold : •



if the previous value of the transaction depth is equal to 1 then this implies that a transaction exception is thrown and the reason of the system instance of TransactionException is equal to the IN-PROGRESS reason of TransactionException



•



if the previous value of the transaction depth is equal to 0 then this implies that an exception is not thrown and the transaction depth is equal to 1



Here, the generated text is clear and well-formulated. The requirements information is presented in a very suitable manner.
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Another before and after example can be taken from the DESKey class. For this OCL… self.oclIsKindOf(javacardx::crypto::KeyEncryption)



…the old translation was "a supertype of this DES key is equal to KeyEncryption"



This has now been improved to be: "this DES key is a subtype of KeyEncryption".



And, the final example for this section is for some OCL taken from the Util class. Sequence{1..bLen}->forAll(i: Integer| bArray->at(bOff+i) = bValue)



The old translation for this was: "it holds that the element at index bOff plus i of bArray is equal to bValue for all integer numbers i in the sequence of integers from 1 to bLen"



This has now been updated both in text and format. The text has been reworded in order to become clearer and line breaks and indentation are used to also improve the readability. The new translation is: "for all integer numbers i in the sequence of integers from 1 to bLen the element at index bOff plus i of bArray is equal to bValue"



4.3.2 More potential improvements Expressions in the translated text are not always optimised. I.e. they are not always written in the simplest way. Take for example the invariant of the class AID. for the class AID the following invariants hold : • • •



the size of the AID is at most 16 the size of the AID is at least 5 it is not the case that the AID is equal to null



The first two points of this could be optimised to read “the size of AID is at most 16 and at least 5”. We can also compare to the Java Card documentation: “An AID is defined in ISO 7816-5 to be a sequence of bytes between 5 and 16 bytes in length.”



Here we see the use of the word “between” which is a good option when this scenario occurs. Previously, we have mentioned the appropriate way in which exceptions are handled in the Java Card documentation. Below, we see another interesting example with exceptions. The documentation for the getBytes operation of the AID class contains the text: SecurityException - if the dest array is not accessible in the caller' s context NullPointerException - if the dest parameter is null ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException - if the offset parameter is negative or
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offset+length of AID bytes is greater than the length of the dest array



The following is the corresponding text from our translation: •



at least one of the following conditions is true o an exception is not thrown o a null pointer exception is thrown and dest is equal to null o the following conditions are true an array index out of bounds exception is thrown dest is not equal to null offset is less than 0 or offset plus the size of the AID is greater than the size of dest



Once again, we have a more literal translation of OCL. The contents of our text is quite good and very similar to the documentation, but the format could be improved. When dealing with exceptions, OCL, and hence our documentation uses conjunctions to indicate the reason why an exception is thrown. E.g. “a null pointer exception is thrown and dest is equal to null”. A nicer approach that is used in the documentation is to use the word ‘if’ instead. “a null pointer exception is thrown if dest is equal to null”.



4.3.3 Analysis of Library Catalogue System So far, only examples from the Java Card case study have been mentioned. The Library Catalogue System also provided some interesting examples, some good and some bad. The OCL specifications of this application were not as complex as those of the Java Card API, but included some OCL operations and scenarios which were not encountered previously. A nice example of a good translation is the constraint below. Book.allInstances()->forAll(b1,b2|not (b1=b2) implies not (b1.isbn=b2.isbn))



This was translated into: “for all books b2 , b1 in the set of all instances of Book if it is not the case that b1 is equal to b2 then this implies that it is not the case that the isbn of b1 is equal to the isbn of b2”



A less successful translation was got for the constraint below taken from the LibraryManager class. self.copyDatabase->collect(c|c.book)-> asSet()=self.bookDatabase



This was translated into: “the result of the evaluation of the book of c for all c in the set of copy databases as set is equal to the set of books”



In this case, the text produced makes little sense. This has now been improved slightly to become: “the collection of the book of c for all c in the set of copies is equal to the set of books”



Although this is an improvement, the text is still not easy to understand. Unfortunately, due to time constraints this particular case has not been dealt with further and will be left as future work.
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In general, the quality of the translated text for the OCL constraints in this case study was quite good. The case study also proved to be quite useful as it uncovered some problems which had not been apparent from looking at the Java Card API (such as the parser not handling certain OCL operations). Some of these have been fixed and more have been left as future work.



4.4 The Benefits of natural language specifications The main goal when developing this tool, was to make it easier to read and write OCL constraints. Good progress has been made towards this goal. This thesis work has succeeded in improving the quality of the natural language text produced for OCL specifications, and several benefits accrue from this. As described in [1], large and complex expressions in formal language are not easy to read even if, like OCL, this language was designed to enhance readability. In realistic scenarios, numerous and complex expressions have to be maintained and, therefore, understood by people who did not necessarily author them or are even familiar with formal languages. For different audiences and purposes it is useful to have a system specified in languages of differing levels of precision, such as NL, OCL and first-order logic. It is also important to be able to propagate changes between all of these parts consistently. For example any change in an OCL constraint should be instantly reflected in the corresponding NL description. Further evidence of the benefits of this tool is the fact that during this case-study some errors were found in the OCL when looking at the natural language translation. In the arrayCompare operation of the class Util, the following is a fragment of the OCL constraint. Sequence{1..length}->exists(i: Integer| ( src->at(srcOff+i) < dest->at(destOff+i) and Sequence{1..i-1}->forAll(j: Integer| src->at(srcOff+j) = dest->at(destOff+j)) ) implies result = -1



From looking at the indentation of this constraint, it looks like the aim of the constraint is to say something like “if there is an integer i in the sequence from 1 to length such that … … then this implies that the result is -1”. However when we translate this we get the text: there is an integer number i in the sequence of integers from 1 to length such that if the element at index srcOff plus i of src is less than the element at index destOff plus i of dest and for all elements in the sequence of integers from 1 to i minus 1 the element at index srcOff plus j of src is equal to the element at index destOff plus j of dest then this implies that the result is equal to -1



In the translated text, we can see that the ‘if’ appears in a different place than we would have expected. Closer inspection of the OCL reveals that the closing parentheses of the exists statement is missing, so the implies statement falls 52



inside the exists statement instead of outside of it. The HTML formatting of the translated text uses indentation with sequence statements to make it clear, what corresponds with what. This helps avoid mistakes like we have seen above. Of course, in this example and code indentation tool could also have helped to find this bug, but this should not take away from the fact that one is probably more likely to find errors when reading natural language text as opposed to code.
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Chapter 5



Conclusions and future work A lot of progress has been made on the natural language translation of OCL. In most cases the translations generated are clear and readable. Most importantly, without any prior knowledge of OCL, in most cases it is now possible for anyone to understand the requirements that are specified by OCL constraints. The biggest success of this thesis was applying formatting to the translated text. The importance of formatting for technical descriptions is clear to see. Adding structure to the text improves the readability a great deal. Some of the problems and future work that have been described in [10] have also now been dealt with. The API for constructing domain specific vocabulary has been improved. So too has the translation of ‘if-then-else’. It is now also possible to allow the object that owns a property to remain implicit in appropriate situations. Other improvements have also been made in the ‘quality’ of the text produced. It is now often more grammatically correct. However, work remains to be done on this. Too often, the generated translation is a bit too literal. The OCL is often translated too directly, when a more natural approach is needed. An example of this is when dealing with exceptional flows, or when dealing with several constraints that repeat the same text. In Chapter 4, several ideas on how the translation could be improved are mentioned. Below is a summary of these points: •



Parameters to operations should be described.



•



If possible, separate the text into main flow and exceptional flows.



•



Replace text of the form “x is equal to the previous value of x minus 1” with “x is decremented”. This of course also works with “incremented”.



•



Combine text that references the same instance. E.g. Instead of “x is at least 0. x is at most 5”, have “x is between 0 and 5”. Another example is instead of “x is equal to 1 or x is equal to 2 or x is equal to 3”, have “x is equal to 1, 2 or 3”. This is an example of what is known as ‘aggregation’,



in natural language generation [18]. • •



Change the translation of exceptions to be of the format “exception is



thrown if …”



Translation of the OCL operation ‘collect’ needs to be improved.



As well as these points, there are more cases where there is potential for future work. •



There is no general way for dealing with precedence. The use of formatting for ‘and’ lists and ‘or’ lists and also indentation in certain cases
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means that in most cases the text produced is clear to read without precedence problems. However, in cases where there is no formatting (e.g. when single ‘and’ statements are combined single ‘or’ statements), then it becomes unclear what goes with what. Applet.register contains a good example of the problem, which is shown here: “a system exception is thrown and the reason of the system instance of



SystemException is equal to the ILLEGAL-AID reason of SystemException and bLength is less than 5 or bLength is greater than 16 or the reason of the system instance of SystemException is equal to the ILLEGAL-VALUE reason of SystemException” •



Improve let-definition implementation. In an earlier example we have seen how the use of let-definitions in the OCL specifications simplifies both the OCL and the natural language text. Although, the implementation for this works, it still contains some problems. Currently, all let-definitions are global, i.e. once they are defined they can be used by any OCL constraint. This is actually incorrect as let-definitions are supposed to be defined and used local to individual constraints.



•



In LaTeX formatting, footnotes are repeated. E.g. If a footnote is specified for the query arrayCompare then every time this query is mentioned in the text, a new footnote is created for it.



•



In general, more work could be done on the LaTeX formatting. The primary focus for this thesis has been on HTML formatting and not too much time has been spent on LaTeX. For this reason, the LaTeX output is not as ‘pretty’ as it could be. Since LaTeX is a very powerful type-setting tool, there is a lot of potential to improve the formatted output.



•



Closely related to the incremented/decremented example discussed earlier, a similar optimization can be made when text with the pattern “x = x@pre” is encountered. This is currently translated as “x is equal to the previous value of x”, which can become unnecessarily long when “x” is a complex expression. A better way of putting it is simply “x is equal to its previous value”. In NLG, this is known as a ‘referring expression’.



•



Another pattern that occurs frequently is “x is less than 0” or “x is at least 0”. An improved way of stating this would be “x is negative” or “x is not



negative”. •



In Util.makeShort, there is the text “the product of 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 and b1”. A better translation for this would be “the product of 2 to the power of 8 and b1”. If the same number is repeated in a product, then it is better to write it in this manner.



•



Punctuation marks such as commas and colons are supported in the resource grammars through the use of ‘phrases’ (the category Phr). However, most of the OCL GF constructions are based on sentences, and switching to phrases would not be a trivial task. In order to include punctuation in sentences, some ‘hacks’ have been used in the module resourceExtEng. Updates are required in both the OCL grammar and the resource grammars in order to perform these tasks in a more grammatically correct way.
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Apart from the grammar, there are other changes that could be made to improve the tool. Within the KeY system, further natural language support is needed. The OCL GF grammar now contains an API for constructing domain specific vocabulary, but currently this is not used to its full potential. As explained previously, when a grammar is generated for the userdefined entities, some heuristics are used to provide reasonable default translations for them. E.g. attributes and operations that begin with the word ‘is’ are treated as an IsProperty. Attribute names are split up according to the case of the text. E.g. transactionDepth becomes “transaction depth”. Class names are broken up similarly, so OwnerPIN becomes “owner PIN”. However, these heuristics do not work in all situations. E.g. triesLeft is best translated as “try counter”, maxTries is best translated as “maximum number of tries”. For the JavaCard case-study we have manually changed the domain specific grammar module so that all attributes, operations, associations and classes get represented in the best possible way. The ability to do this should be incorporated into the KeY system to allow the natural language representation be specified when the UML diagram is being constructed. One of the big successes in the translation was in the use of formatting to present the OCL constraints in a more structured manner. Unfortunately, this formatting is currently only of use when going from OCL to natural language. The syntax editor for constructing OCL constraints can not make use of this as it just builds up a single line of text and does not interpret the formatting tags. A more advanced syntax editor is needed that could present the natural language text in a HTML or LaTeX formatted manner as the OCL constraints are being built. This would allow the author to view constraints in a useful way while writing them. And finally, the case-studies performed for this thesis have led to many improvements in the generated text, but more problems may exist as there were several OCL operations that were not encountered in these OCL specifications. In particular, more examples are needed of the use of variable binding operations such as collect and iterate, as these can be used to construct quite complex OCL and, therefore, their translations may require some work. Further test cases are needed to ensure that OCL, in its entirety, can be translated correctly.
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Appendix A – Case study samples Due to the size of the OCL specifications that existed in the case studies, it is not practical to include them all in an appendix. Instead, a few selected examples are given. Each example consists of extracts from the OCL specification, the translation before the thesis work was carried out, and the translation after the thesis work was completed. The entire OCL specification for the Java Card API and the Library Catalogue System, as well as the translations for them can be downloaded from the internet [22].



A.1 AID A.1.1 OCL specification context AID inv: not (self.theAID = null) inv: self.theAID->size() >= 5 inv: self.theAID->size() = 5 pre: length = 0 pre: bArray size() post: ( not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) and self.theAID = bArray->subSequence(offset+1, offset+length) ) or ( excThrown(TransactionException) and TransactionException.systemInstance.getReason() = TransactionException.BUFFER_FULL ) context AID::getBytes( dest:Sequence(Integer), offset:Integer) : Integer post: ( not (dest = null) and dest = 0 and offset+self.theAID->size() size() ) implies ( not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) and result = self.theAID->size()
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and Util.arrayCompare(self.theAID, 0, dest, offset, self.theAID->size()) = 0 ) or ( excThrown(TransactionException) and TransactionException.systemInstance.getReason() = TransactionException.BUFFER_FULL and JCSystem.getTransactionDepth() = 1 ) post: ( not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) or ( excThrown(java::lang::NullPointerException) and dest = null ) or ( excThrown(java::lang::ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException) and not (dest = null) and ( offset < 0 or offset+self.theAID->size() > dest->size() ) ) or ( excThrown(TransactionException) and TransactionException.systemInstance.getReason() = TransactionException.BUFFER_FULL and JCSystem.getTransactionDepth() = 1 ) or excThrown(java::lang::SecurityException) ) context AID::equals(anObject : java::lang::Object) : Boolean post: ( not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) and result = (anObject.oclIsTypeOf(AID) and anObject.oclAsType(AID).theAID = self.theAID) ) or excThrown(java::lang::SecurityException) context AID::equals(bArray : Sequence(Integer), offset : Integer, length : Integer) : Boolean post: ( bArray = null or ( offset >= 0
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and length >= 0 and offset+length size() and offset+length >= 1 ) ) implies ( not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) and result = ( bArray size() and Util.arrayCompare(bArray, offset, self.theAID, 0, length) = 0 ) ) post: ( not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) or ( excThrown(java::lang::ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException) and ( offset+length < 1 or offset < 0 or length < 0 or offset+length > bArray->size() ) ) or excThrown(java::lang::SecurityException) )
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A.1.2 Translation before improvements "for the class AID the following holds : the following invariant holds : (*) it is not the case that the theAID of the aid is equal to null and the size of the theAID of the aid is greater/equal than/to 5 and the size of the theAID of the aid is smaller/equal than/to 16 \\n for the operation AID ( bArray : Seq(UML_OCL::Integer) , offset : UML_OCL::Integer , length : UML_OCL::Integer ) of the class javacard::framework::AID the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) length is greater/equal than/to 5 and length is smaller/equal than/to 16 and offset is greater/equal than/to 0 and bArray is not equal to null and offset plus length is smaller/equal than/to the size of bArray than the following postcondition should hold : (*) it is not the case that Exception is thrown and the theAID of the aid is equal to the subsequence from offset plus 1 to offset plus length of bArray or TransactionException is thrown and the query getReason ( ) to the systemInstance of TransactionException is equal to the BUFFER_FULL of TransactionException \\n for the operation getBytes ( dest : Seq(UML_OCL::Integer) , offset : UML_OCL::Integer ) : UML_OCL::Integer of the class javacard::framework::AID the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) true is true than the following postcondition should hold : (*) if it is not the case that dest is equal to null and dest is not equal to the theAID of the aid and offset is greater/equal than/to 0 and offset plus the size of the theAID of the aid is smaller/equal than/to the size of dest , it is not the case that Exception is thrown and the result is equal to the size of the theAID of the aid and the query arrayCompare ( the theAID of the aid , 0 , dest , offset , the size of the theAID of the aid ) to Util is equal to 0 or TransactionException is thrown and the query getReason ( ) to the systemInstance of TransactionException is equal to the BUFFER_FULL of TransactionException and the query getTransactionDepth ( ) to JCSystem is equal to 1 and it is not the case that Exception is thrown or NullPointerException is thrown and dest is equal to null or ArrayIndexOutOfBounds is thrown and it is not the case that dest is equal to null and offset is smaller than 0 or offset plus the size of the theAID of the aid is greater than the size of dest or TransactionException is thrown and the query getReason ( ) to the systemInstance of TransactionException is equal to the BUFFER_FULL of TransactionException and the query getTransactionDepth ( ) to JCSystem is equal to 1 or SecurityException is thrown \\n for the operation equals ( anObject : java::lang::Object ) : UML_OCL::Boolean of the class javacard::framework::AID the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) true is true than the following postcondition should hold : (*) it is not the case that Exception is thrown and the result is equal to the truth value of the predication that a type of anObject is equal to AID and the theAID of anObject as an instance of AID regardedly is equal to the theAID of the aid or SecurityException is thrown \\n for the operation equals ( bArray : Seq(UML_OCL::Integer) , offset : UML_OCL::Integer , length : UML_OCL::Integer ) : UML_OCL::Boolean of the class javacard::framework::AID the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) true is true than the following postcondition should hold : (*) if bArray is equal to null or offset is greater/equal than/to 0 and length is greater/equal than/to 0 and offset plus length is smaller/equal than/to the size of bArray and offset plus length is greater/equal than/to 1 , it is not the case that Exception is thrown and the result is equal to the truth value of the predication that bArray is not equal to null and length is equal to the size of the theAID of the aid and the query arrayCompare ( bArray , offset , the theAID of the aid , 0 , length ) to Util is equal to 0 and it is not the case that Exception is thrown or ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException is thrown and offset plus length is smaller than 1 or offset is smaller than 0 or length is smaller than 0 or offset plus length is greater than the size of bArray or SecurityException is thrown\n"
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A.1.3 Translation after improvements for the class AID the following invariants hold : • • •



the size of the AID is at most 16 the size of the AID is at least 5 it is not the case that the AID is equal to null



for the constructor AID ( bArray : Sequence(Integer) , offset : Integer , length : Integer ) of the class javacard::framework::AID , given the following pre-conditions : • • • • •



offset plus length is at most the size of bArray bArray is not equal to null offset is at least 0 length is at most 16 length is at least 5



then the following post-condition should hold : •



an exception is not thrown and the AID is equal to the subsequence from offset plus 1 to offset plus length of bArray or a transaction exception is thrown and the reason of the system instance of TransactionException is equal to the BUFFER-FULL reason of



TransactionException



for the operation getBytes ( dest : Sequence(Integer) , offset : Integer ) : Integer of the class javacard::framework::AID , the following post-conditions should hold : •



•



at least one of the following conditions is true o an exception is not thrown o a null pointer exception is thrown and dest is equal to null o the following conditions are true an array index out of bounds exception is thrown it is not the case that dest is equal to null offset is less than 0 or offset plus the size of the AID is greater than the size of dest o the following conditions are true a transaction exception is thrown the reason of the system instance of TransactionException is equal to the BUFFER-FULL reason of TransactionException the transaction depth of JCSystem is equal to 1 o a security exception is thrown if the following conditions are true o it is not the case that dest is equal to null o dest is not equal to the AID o offset is at least 0 o offset plus the size of the AID is at most the size of dest then this implies that the following conditions are true o an exception is not thrown o the result is equal to the size of the AID o the query arrayCompare ( the AID , 0 , dest , offset , the size of the AID ) on Util is equal to 0 or the following conditions are true o a transaction exception is thrown o the reason of the system instance of TransactionException is equal to the BUFFER-FULL reason of TransactionException
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o



the transaction depth of JCSystem is equal to 1



for the operation equals ( anObject : java::lang::Object ) : Boolean of the class javacard::framework::AID , the following post-condition should hold : •



an exception is not thrown and the result is equal to true if and only if anObject is of type AID and the AID of anObject is equal to the AID or a security exception is thrown



for the operation equals ( bArray : Sequence(Integer) , offset : Integer , length : Integer ) : Boolean of the class javacard::framework::AID , the following post-conditions should hold : •



•



at least one of the following conditions is true o an exception is not thrown o an array index out of bounds exception is thrown and at least one of the following conditions is true offset plus length is less than 1 offset is less than 0 length is less than 0 offset plus length is greater than the size of bArray o a security exception is thrown if bArray is equal to null or the following conditions are true o offset is at least 0 o length is at least 0 o offset plus length is at most the size of bArray o offset plus length is at least 1 then this implies that an exception is not thrown and the result is equal to true if and only if the following conditions are true o bArray is not equal to null o length is equal to the size of the AID o the query arrayCompare ( bArray , offset , the AID , 0 , length ) on Util is equal to 0
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A.2 JCSystem A.2.1 OCL specification context JCSystem inv: JCSystem.NOT_A_TRANSIENT_OBJECT = 0 inv: JCSystem.CLEAR_ON_RESET = 1 inv: JCSystem.CLEAR_ON_DESELECT = 2 inv: ( JCSystem.transactionDepth = 0 or JCSystem.transactionDepth = 1 ) context JCSystem::isTransient(theObj : java::lang::Object) : Integer post: result = JCSystem.NOT_A_TRANSIENT_OBJECT or result = JCSystem.CLEAR_ON_RESET or result = JCSystem.CLEAR_ON_DESELECT context JCSystem::makeTransientBooleanArray(length : Integer, event : Integer) : Sequence(Boolean) post: ( length >= 0 and length size() = length and JCSystem.freeTransient = JCSystem.freeTransient@pre-length and result->forAll(b: Boolean|b = false) ) post: ( not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) or ( excThrown(java::lang::NegativeArraySizeException) and length < 0
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) or ( excThrown(SystemException) and ( ( SystemException.systemInstance.getReason() = SystemException.ILLEGAL_VALUE and event  JCSystem.CLEAR_ON_DESELECT ) or ( SystemException.systemInstance.getReason() = SystemException.NO_TRANSIENT_SPACE and JCSystem.freeTransient < length ) or ( SystemException.systemInstance.getReason() = SystemException.ILLEGAL_TRANSIENT and event = JCSystem.CLEAR_ON_DESELECT and JCSystem.selectedContext 
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and JCSystem.transactionDepth = 0 ) ) post: ( JCSystem.transactionDepth@pre = 0 implies ( excThrown(TransactionException) and TransactionException.systemInstance.getReason() = TransactionException.NOT_IN_PROGRESS ) ) context JCSystem::getTransactionDepth() : Integer post: result = JCSystem.transactionDepth context JCSystem::getUnusedCommitCapacity() : Integer post: result = 0 and length >= 0 and offset+length size() ) implies ( not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) and ( not (result = null) implies result.equals(buffer, offset, length) ) ) post: ( not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) or ( excThrown(java::lang::NullPointerException) and buffer = null ) or ( excThrown(java::lang::ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException) and ( offset < 0 or length < 0 or offset+length > buffer->size() ) ) )
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context JCSystem::getAppletShareableInterfaceObject( serverAID : AID, parameter : Integer) : Shareable post: ( not (serverAID = null) implies not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) ) and ( ( not (serverAID = null) and JCSystem.previousContext = JCSystem.JCRE_CONTEXT ) implies ( not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) ) ) post: ( JCSystem.previousContext 
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A.2.2 Translation before improvements "for the class JCSystem the following holds : the following invariant holds : (*) the NOT_A_TRANSIENT_OBJECT of JCSystem is equal to 0 and the CLEAR_ON_RESET of JCSystem is equal to 1 and the CLEAR_ON_DESELECT of JCSystem is equal to 2 and the transactionDepth of JCSystem is equal to 0 or the transactionDepth of JCSystem is equal to 1 \\n for the operation isTransient ( theObj : java::lang::Object ) : UML_OCL::Integer of the class javacard::framework::JCSystem the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) true is true than the following postcondition should hold : (*) the result is equal to the NOT_A_TRANSIENT_OBJECT of JCSystem or the result is equal to the CLEAR_ON_RESET of JCSystem or the result is equal to the CLEAR_ON_DESELECT of JCSystem \\n for the operation makeTransientBooleanArray ( length : UML_OCL::Integer , event : UML_OCL::Integer ) : Seq(UML_OCL::Boolean) of the class javacard::framework::JCSystem the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) true is true than the following postcondition should hold : (*) if length is greater/equal than/to 0 and length is smaller/equal than/to the freeTransient of JCSystem at the beginning of the Operation and event is equal to the CLEAR_ON_RESET of JCSystem or event is equal to the CLEAR_ON_DESELECT of JCSystem and if event is equal to the CLEAR_ON_DESELECT of JCSystem , the selectedContext of JCSystem is equal to the activeContext of JCSystem , it is not the case that Exception is thrown and it is not the case that the result is equal to null and the size of the result is equal to length and the freeTransient of JCSystem is equal to the freeTransient of JCSystem at the beginning of the Operation minus length and it holds that b is equal to false for all boolean values b in the result and if true is true , it is not the case that Exception is thrown or NegativeArraySizeException is thrown and length is smaller than 0 or SystemException is thrown and the query getReason ( ) on the systemInstance of SystemException is equal to the ILLEGAL_VALUE of SystemException and event is not equal to the CLEAR_ON_RESET of JCSystem and event is not equal to the CLEAR_ON_DESELECT of JCSystem or the query getReason ( ) on the systemInstance of SystemException is equal to the NO_TRANSIENT_SPACE of SystemException and the freeTransient of JCSystem is smaller than length or the query getReason ( ) on the systemInstance of SystemException is equal to the ILLEGAL_TRANSIENT of SystemException and event is equal to the CLEAR_ON_DESELECT of JCSystem and the selectedContext of JCSystem is not equal to the activeContext of JCSystem \\n for the operation getVersion () : UML_OCL::Integer of the class javacard::framework::JCSystem the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) true is true than the following postcondition should hold : (*) the result is equal to the API_VERSION of JCSystem \\n for the operation beginTransaction of the class javacard::framework::JCSystem the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) true is true than the following postcondition should hold : (*) if the transactionDepth of JCSystem at the beginning of the Operation is equal to 0 , it is not the case that Exception is thrown and the transactionDepth of JCSystem is equal to 1 and if the transactionDepth of JCSystem at the beginning of the Operation is equal to 1 , TransactionException is thrown and the query getReason ( ) on the systemInstance of TransactionException is equal to the IN_PROGRESS of TransactionException \\n for the operation commitTransaction of the class javacard::framework::JCSystem the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) true is true than the following postcondition should hold : (*) if the transactionDepth of JCSystem at the beginning of the Operation is equal to 1 , it is not the case that Exception is thrown and the transactionDepth of JCSystem is equal to 0 and if the transactionDepth of JCSystem at the beginning of the Operation is equal to 0 , TransactionException is thrown and the query getReason ( ) on the systemInstance of TransactionException is equal to the NOT_IN_PROGRESS of TransactionException \\n for the operation getTransactionDepth () : UML_OCL::Integer of the class javacard::framework::JCSystem the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) true is true than the following postcondition should hold : (*) the result is equal to the transactionDepth of JCSystem \\n for the operation getUnusedCommitCapacity () : UML_OCL::Integer of the class javacard::framework::JCSystem the following holds : given the following precondition : (*)
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true is true than the following postcondition should hold : (*) the result is smaller/equal than/to the query getMaxCommitCapacity ( ) on JCSystem \\n for the operation lookupAID ( buffer : Seq(UML_OCL::Integer) , offset : UML_OCL::Integer , length : UML_OCL::Integer ) : javacard::framework::AID of the class javacard::framework::JCSystem the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) true is true than the following postcondition should hold : (*) if it is not the case that buffer is equal to null and offset is greater/equal than/to 0 and length is greater/equal than/to 0 and offset plus length is smaller/equal than/to the size of buffer , it is not the case that Exception is thrown and if it is not the case that the result is equal to null , the query equals ( buffer , offset , length ) holds for the result and it is not the case that Exception is thrown or NullPointerException is thrown and buffer is equal to null or ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException is thrown and offset is smaller than 0 or length is smaller than 0 or offset plus length is greater than the size of buffer \\n for the operation getAppletShareableInterfaceObject ( serverAID : javacard::framework::AID , parameter : UML_OCL::Integer ) : javacard::framework::Shareable of the class javacard::framework::JCSystem the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) true is true than the following postcondition should hold : (*) if it is not the case that serverAID is equal to null , it is not the case that Exception is thrown and if it is not the case that serverAID is equal to null and the previousContext of JCSystem is equal to the JCRE_CONTEXT of JCSystem , it is not the case that Exception is thrown and if the previousContext of JCSystem is not equal to the JCRE_CONTEXT of JCSystem , it is not the case that Exception is thrown and if it is not the case that serverAID is equal to null , it is not the case that Exception is thrown and the result is equal to null\n"
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A.2.3 Translation after improvements for the class JCSystem the following invariants hold : • • • •



the transaction depth is equal to 0 or the transaction depth is equal to 1 the CLEAR-ON-DESELECT event code is equal to 2 the CLEAR-ON-RESET event code is equal to 1 the NOT-A-TRANSIENT-OBJECT event code is equal to 0



for the operation isTransient ( theObj : java::lang::Object ) : Integer of the class javacard::framework::JCSystem , the following post-condition should hold : •



at least one of the following conditions is true o the result is equal to the NOT-A-TRANSIENT-OBJECT event code o the result is equal to the CLEAR-ON-RESET event code o the result is equal to the CLEAR-ON-DESELECT event code



for the operation makeTransientBooleanArray ( length : Integer , event : Integer ) : Sequence(Boolean) of the class javacard::framework::JCSystem , the following post-conditions should hold : •



at least one of the following conditions is true o an exception is not thrown o a negative array size exception is thrown and length is less than 0 o a system exception is thrown and at least one of the following conditions is true the following conditions are true the reason of the system instance of SystemException is equal to the ILLEGAL-VALUE reason of SystemException event is not equal to the CLEAR-ON-RESET event code event is not equal to the CLEAR-ON-DESELECT event code the reason of the system instance of SystemException is equal to the NO-TRANSIENT-SPACE reason of SystemException and the amount of unallocated transient memory is less than length the following conditions are true the reason of the system instance of SystemException is equal to the ILLEGAL-TRANSIENT reason of SystemException



•



event is equal to the CLEAR-ON-DESELECT event code the selected context is not equal to the active context if the following conditions are true o length is at least 0 o length is at most the previous value of the amount of unallocated transient memory o event is equal to the CLEAR-ON-RESET event code or event is equal to the CLEAR-ON-DESELECT event code o if event is equal to the CLEAR-ON-DESELECT event code then this implies that the selected context is equal to the active context then this implies that the following conditions are true o an exception is not thrown o it is not the case that the result is equal to null o the size of the result is equal to length o the amount of unallocated transient memory is equal to the previous value of the amount of unallocated transient memory minus length o for all boolean values b in the result b is equal to false
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for the operation getVersion () : Integer of the class javacard::framework::JCSystem , the following post-condition should hold : •



the result is equal to the API version



for the operation beginTransaction of the class javacard::framework::JCSystem , the following post-conditions should hold : •



if the previous value of the transaction depth is equal to 1 then this implies that a transaction exception is thrown and the reason of the system instance of TransactionException is equal to the IN-PROGRESS reason of TransactionException



•



if the previous value of the transaction depth is equal to 0 then this implies that an exception is not thrown and the transaction depth is equal to 1



for the operation commitTransaction of the class javacard::framework::JCSystem , the following post-conditions should hold : •



if the previous value of the transaction depth is equal to 0 then this implies that a transaction exception is thrown and the reason of the system instance of TransactionException is equal to the NOT-IN-PROGRESS reason of TransactionException



•



if the previous value of the transaction depth is equal to 1 then this implies that an exception is not thrown and the transaction depth is equal to 0



for the operation getTransactionDepth () : Integer of the class javacard::framework::JCSystem , the following post-condition should hold : •



the result is equal to the transaction depth



for the operation getUnusedCommitCapacity () : Integer of the class javacard::framework::JCSystem , the following post-condition should hold : •



the result is at most the max commit capacity



for the operation lookupAID ( buffer : Sequence(Integer) , offset : Integer , length : Integer ) : javacard::framework::AID of the class javacard::framework::JCSystem , the following post-conditions should hold : •



•



at least one of the following conditions is true o an exception is not thrown o a null pointer exception is thrown and buffer is equal to null o an array index out of bounds exception is thrown and at least one of the following conditions is true offset is less than 0 length is less than 0 offset plus length is greater than the size of buffer if the following conditions are true o it is not the case that buffer is equal to null o offset is at least 0 o length is at least 0 o offset plus length is at most the size of buffer
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then this implies that an exception is not thrown and if it is not the case that the result is equal to null then this implies that the query equals ( buffer , offset , length ) on the result is true for the operation getAppletShareableInterfaceObject ( serverAID : javacard::framework::AID , parameter : Integer ) : javacard::framework::Shareable of the class javacard::framework::JCSystem , the following post-conditions should hold : • • •



if it is not the case that serverAID is equal to null then this implies that an exception is not thrown and the result is equal to null if the previous context is not equal to the JCRE context then this implies that an exception is not thrown if it is not the case that serverAID is equal to null then this implies that an exception is not thrown and if it is not the case that serverAID is equal to null and the previous context is equal to the JCRE context then this implies that an exception is not thrown
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A.3 OwnerPIN A.3.1 OCL specification context OwnerPIN def: let tryCounter = self.triesLeft->at(1) def: let previousValueOfTryCounter = self.triesLeft@pre->at(1) inv: self.maxPINSize > 0 inv: self.maxTries > 0 inv: self.tryCounter >= 0 inv: self.tryCounter  null inv: self.pin->size()  0 pre: tryLimit > 0 post: not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) post: self.maxPINSize = maxPINSize post: self.maxTries = tryLimit post: self.tryCounter = tryLimit post: not self.isValidated() context OwnerPIN::update(pin:Sequence(Integer), offset:Integer, length:Integer) pre: pin = 0 pre: offset+length size() pre: length >= 0 post: ( not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) and Util.arrayCompare(self.pin, 0, pin, offset, length) = 0 ) or ( excThrown(PINException) and length > self.maxPINSize ) or ( excThrown(TransactionException) and TransactionException.systemInstance.getReason() = TransactionException.BUFFER_FULL ) context OwnerPIN::isValidated() : Boolean post: not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) post: result = true context OwnerPIN::getTriesRemaining() : Integer post: not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) post: result = self.tryCounter context OwnerPIN::check(pin: Sequence(Integer), offset: Integer, length: Integer): Boolean post: self.tryCounter = 0 implies result = false
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post: ( self.tryCounter > 0 and pin = 0 and length >= 0 and offset+length size() and Util.arrayCompare(self.pin, 0, pin, offset, length) = 0 ) implies ( result = true and self.isValidated() and self.tryCounter = self.maxTries ) post: ( self.tryCounter > 0 and not ( pin = 0 and length >= 0 and offset+length size() and Util.arrayCompare(self.pin, 0, pin, offset, length) = 0 ) ) implies ( not self.isValidated() and self.tryCounter = tryCounter@pre and ( ( not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) and result = false ) or excThrown(java::lang::NullPointerException) or excThrown(java::lang::ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException) ) ) context OwnerPIN::reset() pre: self.isValidated() post: not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) post: not self.isValidated() post: self.tryCounter = tryCounter@pre
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A.3.2 Translation before improvements "for the class OwnerPIN the following holds : the following invariant holds : (*) the maxPINSize of the ownerpin is greater than 0 and the maxTries of the ownerpin is greater than 0 and the element at the index 1 of the triesLeft of the ownerpin is greater/equal than/to 0 and the element at the index 1 of the triesLeft of the ownerpin is smaller/equal than/to the maxTries of the ownerpin and the pin of the ownerpin is not equal to null and the size of the pin of the ownerpin is smaller/equal than/to the maxPINSize of the ownerpin \\n for the operation OwnerPIN ( tryLimit : UML_OCL::Integer , maxPINSize : UML_OCL::Integer ) of the class javacard::framework::OwnerPIN the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) maxPINSize is greater than 0 and tryLimit is greater than 0 than the following postcondition should hold : (*) it is not the case that Exception is thrown and the maxPINSize of the ownerpin is equal to maxPINSize and the maxTries of the ownerpin is equal to tryLimit and the element at the index 1 of the triesLeft of the ownerpin is equal to tryLimit and it is not the case that the query isValidated ( ) holds for the ownerpin \\n for the operation update ( pin : Seq(UML_OCL::Integer) , offset : UML_OCL::Integer , length : UML_OCL::Integer ) of the class javacard::framework::OwnerPIN the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) pin is not equal to null and offset is greater/equal than/to 0 and offset plus length is smaller/equal than/to the size of pin and length is greater/equal than/to 0 than the following postcondition should hold : (*) it is not the case that Exception is thrown and the query arrayCompare ( the pin of the ownerpin , 0 , pin , offset , length ) to Util is equal to 0 or PINException is thrown and length is greater than the maxPINSize of the ownerpin or TransactionException is thrown and the query getReason ( ) to the systemInstance of TransactionException is equal to the BUFFER_FULL of TransactionException \\n for the operation isValidated () : UML_OCL::Boolean of the class javacard::framework::OwnerPIN the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) true is true than the following postcondition should hold : (*) it is not the case that Exception is thrown and the result is equal to true \\n for the operation getTriesRemaining () : UML_OCL::Integer of the class javacard::framework::OwnerPIN the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) true is true than the following postcondition should hold : (*) it is not the case that Exception is thrown and the result is equal to the element at the index 1 of the triesLeft of the ownerpin \\n for the operation check ( pin : Seq(UML_OCL::Integer) , offset : UML_OCL::Integer , length : UML_OCL::Integer ) : UML_OCL::Boolean of the class javacard::framework::OwnerPIN the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) true is true than the following postcondition should hold : (*) if the element at the index 1 of the triesLeft of the ownerpin is equal to 0 , the result is equal to false and if the element at the index 1 of the triesLeft of the ownerpin is greater than 0 and pin is not equal to null and offset is greater/equal than/to 0 and length is greater/equal than/to 0 and offset plus length is smaller/equal than/to the size of pin and the query arrayCompare ( the pin of the ownerpin , 0 , pin , offset , length ) to Util is equal to 0 , the result is equal to true and the query isValidated ( ) holds for the ownerpin and the element at the index 1 of the triesLeft of the ownerpin is equal to the maxTries of the ownerpin and if the element at the index 1 of the triesLeft of the ownerpin is greater than 0 and it is not the case that pin is not equal to null and offset is greater/equal than/to 0 and length is greater/equal than/to 0 and offset plus length is smaller/equal than/to the size of pin and the query arrayCompare ( the pin of the ownerpin , 0 , pin , offset , length ) to Util is equal to 0 , it is not the case that the query isValidated ( ) holds for the ownerpin and the element at the index 1 of the triesLeft of the ownerpin is equal to the element at the index 1 of the triesLeft of the ownerpin at the beginning of the Operation minus 1 and it is not the case that Exception is thrown and the result is equal to false or NullPointerException is thrown or ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException is thrown \\n for the operation reset of the class javacard::framework::OwnerPIN the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) the query isValidated ( ) holds for the ownerpin than the following postcondition should hold : (*) it is not the case that Exception is thrown and it is not the case that the query isValidated ( ) holds for the ownerpin and the element at the index 1 of the triesLeft of the ownerpin is equal to the element at the index 1 of the triesLeft of the ownerpin at the beginning of the Operation\n"
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A.3.3 Translation after improvements for the class OwnerPIN introduce the following definitions : •



the try counter is defined as the element at index 1 of the tries left



and the following invariants hold : • • • • • •



the size of the pin is at most the max PIN size the pin is not equal to null the try counter is at most the max tries the try counter is at least 0 the maximum number of tries is greater than 0 the maximum PIN size is greater than 0



for the constructor OwnerPIN ( tryLimit : Integer , maxPINSize : Integer ) of the class javacard::framework::OwnerPIN , given the following pre-conditions : • •



tryLimit is greater than 0 maxPINSize is greater than 0



then the following post-conditions should hold : • • • • •



this owner PIN is not validated the try counter is equal to tryLimit the maximum number of tries is equal to tryLimit the maximum PIN size is equal to maxPINSize an exception is not thrown



for the operation update ( pin : Sequence(Integer) , offset : Integer , length : Integer ) of the class javacard::framework::OwnerPIN , given the following pre-conditions : • • • •



length is at least 0 offset plus length is at most the size of pin offset is at least 0 pin is not equal to null



then the following post-condition should hold : •



at least one of the following conditions is true o an exception is not thrown and the query arrayCompare ( the pin , 0 , pin , offset , length ) on Util is equal to 0 o a PIN exception is thrown and length is greater than the maximum PIN size o a transaction exception is thrown and the reason of the system instance of TransactionException is equal to the BUFFER FULL of TransactionException



for the operation isValidated () : Boolean of the class javacard::framework::OwnerPIN , the following post-conditions should hold : • •



the result is equal to true an exception is not thrown
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for the operation getTriesRemaining () : Integer of the class javacard::framework::OwnerPIN, the following post-conditions should hold : • •



the result is equal to the try counter an exception is not thrown



for the operation check ( pin : Sequence(Integer) , offset : Integer , length : Integer ) : Boolean of the class javacard::framework::OwnerPIN , the following post-conditions should hold : •



•



•



if the try counter is greater than 0 and at least one of the following conditions is not true o pin is not equal to null o offset is at least 0 o length is at least 0 o offset plus length is at most the size of pin o the query arrayCompare ( the pin , 0 , pin , offset , length ) on Util is equal to 0 then this implies that the following conditions are true o this owner PIN is not validated o the try counter is equal to the previous value of try counter o at least one of the following conditions is true an exception is not thrown and the result is equal to false a null pointer exception is thrown an array index out of bounds exception is thrown if the following conditions are true o the try counter is greater than 0 o pin is not equal to null o offset is at least 0 o length is at least 0 o offset plus length is at most the size of pin o the query arrayCompare ( the pin , 0 , pin , offset , length ) on Util is equal to 0 then this implies that the following conditions are true o the result is equal to true o this owner PIN is validated o the try counter is equal to the maximum number of tries if the try counter is equal to 0 then this implies that the result is equal to false



for the operation reset of the class javacard::framework::OwnerPIN , given the following pre-condition : •



this owner PIN is validated



then the following post-conditions should hold : • • •



the try counter is equal to the previous value of try counter this owner PIN is not validated an exception is not thrown
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A.4 Util A.4.1 OCL specification context Util::arrayCopy(src : Sequence(Integer), srcOff : Integer, dest : Sequence(Integer), destOff : Integer, length : Integer) : Integer post: destOff+length+1 size() implies ( ( src = 0 and srcOff+length size() and dest = 0 and destOff+length size() and length >= 0 ) implies ( ( not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) ) or ( excThrown(TransactionException) and TransactionException.systemInstance.getReason() = TransactionException.BUFFER_FULL and JCSystem.getTransactionDepth() = 1 ) ) ) post: ( not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) or ( excThrown(java::lang::NullPointerException) and ( src = null or dest = null ) ) or ( excThrown(java::lang::ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException) and ( srcOff < 0 or destOff < 0 or
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srcOff+length > src->size() or destOff+length > dest->size() or length < 0 ) ) or ( excThrown(TransactionException) and TransactionException.systemInstance.getReason() = TransactionException.BUFFER_FULL and JCSystem.getTransactionDepth() = 1 ) ) context Util::arrayFillNonAtomic(bArray : Sequence(Integer), bOff : Integer, bLen : Integer, bValue : Integer) : Integer post: bOff >= 1 post: bOff+bLen+1 size() post: ( ( bArray = 0 and bLen >= 0 and bOff+bLen size() ) implies ( not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) and Sequence{1..bLen}->forAll(i: Integer| bArray->at(bOff+i) = bValue) ) ) post: not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) or ( excThrown(java::lang::NullPointerException) and bArray = null ) or ( excThrown(java::lang::ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException) and ( bOff+bLen < 0 or bOff+bLen > bArray->size() ) ) context Util::arrayCompare(src : Sequence(Integer), srcOff : Integer, dest : Sequence(Integer), destOff : Integer, length : Integer) : Integer post: ( src 
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srcOff >= 0 and srcOff+length size() and dest = 0 and destOff+length size() and length >= 0 ) implies ( not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) and ( result = -1 or result = 0 or result = 1 ) and ( src->subSequence(srcOff+1, srcOff+length) = dest->subSequence(destOff+1, destOff+length) implies result = 0 ) and ( Sequence{1..length}->exists(i: Integer| ( src->at(srcOff+i) < dest->at(destOff+i) and Sequence{1..i-1}->forAll(j: Integer| src->at(srcOff+j) = dest->at(destOff+j)) ) ) implies result = -1 ) and ( Sequence{1..length}->exists(i: Integer| ( src->at(srcOff+i) > dest->at(destOff+i) and Sequence{1..i-1}->forAll(j: Integer| src->at(srcOff+j) = dest->at(destOff+j)) ) ) implies result = 1 ) and ( not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) or ( excThrown(java::lang::NullPointerException) and ( src = null
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or dest = null ) ) or ( excThrown(java::lang::ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException) and ( srcOff < 0 or destOff < 0 or length < 0 or srcOff+length > src->size() or destOff+length > dest->size() ) ) ) ) context Util::makeShort(b1 : Integer, b2 : Integer) : Integer post: result = (b1*2*2*2*2*2*2*2*2) + b2 context Util::getShort(bArray : Sequence(Integer), bOff : Integer) : Integer post: ( bArray = 0 and bOff+1 < bArray->size() ) implies ( not excThrown(java::lang::Exception) and result = self.makeShort(bArray->at(bOff+1), bArray->at(bOff+2)) ) post: ( excThrown(java::lang::NullPointerException) and bArray = null ) or ( excThrown(java::lang::ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException) and bOff < 0 or bOff+1 > bArray->size() )
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A.4.2 Translation before improvements "for the operation arrayCopy ( src : Seq(UML_OCL::Integer) , srcOff : UML_OCL::Integer , dest : Seq(UML_OCL::Integer) , destOff : UML_OCL::Integer , length : UML_OCL::Integer ) : UML_OCL::Integer of the class javacard::framework::Util the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) true is true than the following postcondition should hold : (*) if destOff plus length plus 1 is smaller/equal than/to the size of dest , if src is not equal to null and srcOff is greater/equal than/to 0 and srcOff plus length is smaller/equal than/to the size of src and dest is not equal to null and destOff is greater/equal than/to 0 and destOff plus length is smaller/equal than/to the size of dest and length is greater/equal than/to 0 , it is not the case that Exception is thrown or TransactionException is thrown and the query getReason ( ) on the systemInstance of TransactionException is equal to the BUFFER_FULL of TransactionException and the query getTransactionDepth ( ) on JCSystem is equal to 1 and it is not the case that Exception is thrown or NullPointerException is thrown and src is equal to null or dest is equal to null or ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException is thrown and srcOff is smaller than 0 or destOff is smaller than 0 or srcOff plus length is greater than the size of src or destOff plus length is greater than the size of dest or length is smaller than 0 or TransactionException is thrown and the query getReason ( ) on the systemInstance of TransactionException is equal to the BUFFER_FULL of TransactionException and the query getTransactionDepth ( ) on JCSystem is equal to 1 \\n for the operation arrayFillNonAtomic ( bArray : Seq(UML_OCL::Integer) , bOff : UML_OCL::Integer , bLen : UML_OCL::Integer , bValue : UML_OCL::Integer ) : UML_OCL::Integer of the class javacard::framework::Util the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) true is true than the following postcondition should hold : (*) bOff is greater/equal than/to 1 and bOff plus bLen plus 1 is smaller/equal than/to the size of bArray and if bArray is not equal to null and bOff is greater/equal than/to 0 and bLen is greater/equal than/to 0 and bOff plus bLen is smaller/equal than/to the size of bArray , it is not the case that Exception is thrown and it holds that the element at the index bOff plus i of bArray is equal to bValue for all integer numbers i in the sequence of integers from 1 to bLen and it is not the case that Exception is thrown or NullPointerException is thrown and bArray is equal to null or ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException is thrown and bOff plus bLen is smaller than 0 or bOff plus bLen is greater than the size of bArray \\n for the operation arrayCompare ( src : Seq(UML_OCL::Integer) , srcOff : UML_OCL::Integer , dest : Seq(UML_OCL::Integer) , destOff : UML_OCL::Integer , length : UML_OCL::Integer ) : UML_OCL::Integer of the class javacard::framework::Util the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) true is true than the following postcondition should hold : (*) if src is not equal to null and srcOff is greater/equal than/to 0 and srcOff plus length is smaller/equal than/to the size of src and dest is not equal to null and destOff is greater/equal than/to 0 and destOff plus length is smaller/equal than/to the size of dest and length is greater/equal than/to 0 , it is not the case that Exception is thrown and the result is equal to the negative of 1 or the result is equal to 0 or the result is equal to 1 and if the subsequence from srcOff plus 1 to srcOff plus length of src is equal to the subsequence from destOff plus 1 to destOff plus length of dest , the result is equal to 0 and there is an integer number i in the sequence of integers from 1 to length such that if the element at the index srcOff plus i of src is smaller than the element at the index destOff plus i of dest and it holds that the element at the index srcOff plus j of src is equal to the element at the index destOff plus j of dest for all integer numbers j in the sequence of integers from 1 to i minus 1 , the result is equal to the negative of 1 and there is an integer number i in the sequence of integers from 1 to length such that if the element at the index srcOff plus i of src is greater than the element at the index destOff plus i of dest and it holds that the element at the index srcOff plus j of src is equal to the element at the index destOff plus j of dest for all integer numbers j in the sequence of integers from 1 to i minus 1 , the result is equal to 1 and it is not the case that Exception is thrown or NullPointerException is thrown and src is equal to null or dest is equal to null or ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException is thrown and srcOff is smaller than 0 or destOff is smaller than 0 or length is smaller than 0 or srcOff plus length is greater than the size of src or destOff plus length is greater than the size of dest \\n for the operation makeShort ( b1 : UML_OCL::Integer , b2 : UML_OCL::Integer ) :
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UML_OCL::Integer of the class javacard::framework::Util the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) true is true than the following postcondition should hold : (*) the result is equal to b1 times 2 times 2 times 2 times 2 times 2 times 2 times 2 times 2 plus b2 \\n for the operation getShort ( bArray : Seq(UML_OCL::Integer) , bOff : UML_OCL::Integer ) : UML_OCL::Integer of the class javacard::framework::Util the following holds : given the following precondition : (*) true is true than the following postcondition should hold : (*) if bArray is not equal to null and bOff is greater/equal than/to 0 and bOff plus 1 is smaller than the size of bArray , it is not the case that Exception is thrown and the result is equal to the query makeShort ( the element at the index bOff plus 1 of bArray , the element at the index bOff plus 2 of bArray ) on the util and NullPointerException is thrown and bArray is equal to null or ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException is thrown and bOff is smaller than 0 or bOff plus 1 is greater than the size of bArray\n"
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A.4.3 Translation after improvements for the operation arrayCopy ( src : Sequence(Integer) , srcOff : Integer , dest : Sequence(Integer) , destOff : Integer , length : Integer ) : Integer of the class javacard::framework::Util , the following post-conditions should hold : •



•



at least one of the following conditions is true o an exception is not thrown o a null pointer exception is thrown and src is equal to null or dest is equal to null o an array index out of bounds exception is thrown and at least one of the following conditions is true srcOff is less than 0 destOff is less than 0 srcOff plus length is greater than the size of src destOff plus length is greater than the size of dest length is less than 0 o the following conditions are true a transaction exception is thrown the reason of the system instance of TransactionException is equal to the BUFFER-FULL reason of TransactionException the transaction depth of JCSystem is equal to 1 if the sum of length , 1 and destOff is at most the size of dest then this implies that if the following conditions are true o src is not equal to null o srcOff is at least 0 o srcOff plus length is at most the size of src o dest is not equal to null o destOff is at least 0 o destOff plus length is at most the size of dest o length is at least 0 then this implies that an exception is not thrown or the following conditions are true o a transaction exception is thrown o the reason of the system instance of TransactionException is equal to the BUFFER-FULL reason of TransactionException o the transaction depth of JCSystem is equal to 1



for the operation arrayFillNonAtomic ( bArray : Sequence(Integer) , bOff : Integer , bLen : Integer , bValue : Integer ) : Integer of the class javacard::framework::Util , the following post-conditions should hold : •



•



• •



at least one of the following conditions is true o an exception is not thrown o a null pointer exception is thrown and bArray is equal to null o an array index out of bounds exception is thrown and bOff plus bLen is less than 0 or bOff plus bLen is greater than the size of bArray if the following conditions are true o bArray is not equal to null o bOff is at least 0 o bLen is at least 0 o bOff plus bLen is at most the size of bArray then this implies that an exception is not thrown and for all integer numbers i in the sequence of integers from 1 to bLen the element at index bOff plus i of bArray is equal to bValue the sum of bLen , 1 and bOff is at most the size of bArray bOff is at least 1
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for the operation arrayCompare ( src : Sequence(Integer) , srcOff : Integer , dest : Sequence(Integer) , destOff : Integer , length : Integer ) : Integer of the class javacard::framework::Util , the following post-condition should hold : •



if the following conditions are true o src is not equal to null o srcOff is at least 0 o srcOff plus length is at most the size of src o dest is not equal to null o destOff is at least 0 o destOff plus length is at most the size of dest o length is at least 0 then this implies that the following conditions are true o an exception is not thrown o at least one of the following conditions is true the result is equal to -1 the result is equal to 0 the result is equal to 1 o if the subsequence from srcOff plus 1 to srcOff plus length of src is equal to the subsequence from destOff plus 1 to destOff plus length of dest then this implies that the result is equal to 0 o if there is an integer number i in the sequence of integers from 1 to length such that the element at index srcOff plus i of src is less than the element at index destOff plus i of dest and for all integer numbers j in the sequence of integers from 1 to i minus 1 the element at index srcOff plus j of src is equal to the element at index destOff plus j of dest then this implies that the result is equal to -1 o if there is an integer number i in the sequence of integers from 1 to length such that the element at index srcOff plus i of src is greater than the element at index destOff plus i of dest and for all integer numbers j in the sequence of integers from 1 to i minus 1 the element at index srcOff plus j of src is equal to the element at index destOff plus j of dest then this implies that the result is equal to 1 o at least one of the following conditions is true an exception is not thrown a null pointer exception is thrown and src is equal to null or dest is equal to null an array index out of bounds exception is thrown and at least one of the following conditions is true srcOff is less than 0 destOff is less than 0 length is less than 0 srcOff plus length is greater than the size of src destOff plus length is greater than the size of dest



for the operation makeShort ( b1 : Integer , b2 : Integer ) : Integer of the class javacard::framework::Util , the following post-condition should hold : •



the result is equal to the product of 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 and b1 plus b2
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for the operation getShort ( bArray : Sequence(Integer) , bOff : Integer ) : Integer of the class javacard::framework::Util , the following post-conditions should hold : •



•



at least one of the following conditions is true o a null pointer exception is thrown and bArray is equal to null o an array index out of bounds exception is thrown and bOff is less than 0 o bOff plus 1 is greater than the size of bArray if the following conditions are true o bArray is not equal to null o bOff is at least 0 o bOff plus 1 is less than the size of bArray then this implies that an exception is not thrown and the result is equal to the short value concatenation of the element at index bOff plus 1 of bArray and the element at index bOff plus 2 of bArray
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Appendix B – API for domain specific vocabulary The following is the complete API for domain specific vocabulary.



Opers used for constructing classes



Classes consist of two parts. The first part is a common noun phrase (CN) and corresponds to the class name, which is what is used when translating the class into English in a regular sentence. The second field is a string, classId, and is the actual name of the class. This is used when formally specifying the class name. The main oper to be used when constructing classes is mkClass. A second class building oper, mkCollClass can be used when making collections classes. There are also several opers in this API that can be used to create the CN that must be specified when using mkClass. Alternatively, the resource grammars can also be used to create the desired CN. Examples: •



• • •



mkClass (adjCN "owner" (strCN "PIN")) "OwnerPIN" is translated to “the owner PIN” mkClass (exceptionCN "user")) "UserException" is translated to “the user exception” mkClass (classCN "utility")) "Util" is translated to “the utility class” mkCollClass setN "Set" Integer is translated to “the set of Integers”



mkClass is the standard oper. The specified CN represents the natural language representation for the class. The specified Str represents the classId, which is



the official name of the class.



mkClass : CN -> Str -> ClassL; mkCollClass is used for OCL collection types such as Set, Bag etc. E.g. mkCollClass setNoun "Set" Integer - gives a natural language representation = “set of integers”, and a classId = “Set (Integer)” mkCollClass : N -> Str -> ClassL -> ClassL;



Opers used for constructing properties



Attributes, operations and associations can be considered to be properties of the objects they belong to. They share many characteristics and are often linearized in a similar manner. For this linearization has been defined according to the different types of property that exist. Properties are generally either a common noun phrase (CN) or an adjective phrase (AP). The various types of CN or AP can be constructed using the opers found in this API, or by using opers from the resource grammars. Once a CN/AP is constructed, it should be converted into a property using one of the various mkXXXProperty opers.
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When properties are linearized, they get linearized in one of two ways. Either the object that they belong to is mentioned, or it is implicit. In core.gf funs are defined for linearizing the properties. These funs are of the form useXXXProperty and useXXXPropertyImplicit. In some cases it is obvious which property to use for an attribute/operation/association. In other cases, several property types would work and then it becomes a user choice about which is most suitable. Each property type is explained below. SimpleProperty is linearized as “the property of the object”, or when the implicit form is used, “the property”. This is used for many attributes, e.g. “the try counter of the owner PIN”, associations, e.g. “the private key of the key pair” and ' get'operations, e.g. JCSystem.getTransactionDepth() becomes “the transaction depth of the Java Card System”. mkSimpleProperty : CN -> SimpleProperty; IsProperty is linearized as “the object is/is not property”, where property is an



AP. The implicit form is treated in the same way. This is used for ' is'attributes and operations. e.g. OwnerPIN.isValidated() is translated to “the owner PIN is validated”. mkIsProperty : AP -> IsProperty; BooleanProperty is linearized as “the property on object is true”, or when the implicit form is used, “the property is true”. This is used for boolean attributes and operations that return Booleans, but that are not IsProperty' s E.g. “the property initialised on Cipher is true” mkBooleanProperty : CN -> BooleanProperty; OnProperty is linearized as “the property on the object”, or when the implicit form is used, “the property”. This is used mainly when operations are used in their literal form. e.g. Util.mkShort(x1, x2) translates to “the query mkShort(x1,



x2) on the Utility class”



mkOnProperty : CN -> OnProperty; PhraseProperty is linearized as “the property (specified in object)”, or when the implicit form is used, “the property”. This can be used for properties when



there is a complex piece of text representing an attribute, association or an operation, that should not be combined with the object name in the conventional way. e.g. Util.mkShort(x1, x2) could be translated to “the short value concatenation of x1 and x2 (specified in Util)”



mkPhraseProperty : CN -> PhraseProperty; AssocProperty is linearized as “the set of property associated with the object”, or when the implicit form is used, “the set of property”. This can be used for many associations that have a multiplicity of greater than one. e.g. “the set of authors associated with the paper” mkAssocProperty : CN -> AssocProperty;
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Grammar building opers



Classes and properties are generally built from common noun phrases (CN) or adjective phrases (AP). The opers below can be used to construct various types of CN or AP. Once a CN/AP is constructed, it can then be converted into a class or property as appropriate. E.g. for the attribute transactionDepth, we want to have the translation “the transaction depth”. We can do this using the following: mkSimpleProperty (adjCN "transaction" (strCN "depth"))



Create a CN from a string. strCN : Str -> CN;



Create a CN from a N. nCN : N -> CN;



Modify the CN with an adjective. This can be used when constructing classes or properties whose names consist of more than one word. E.g. adjCN "private" (strCN "key") produces the CN “private key”. adjCN : Str -> CN -> CN;



For standard exception classes: Produces “ exception”. E.g. exceptionCN "user" results in “user exception” exceptionCN : Str -> CN;



Append the word class after the CN. E.g. classCN "utility" results in “utility



class”



classCN : Str -> CN;



Append the word attribute after the CN. E.g. “the triesLeft attribute” attrCN : Str -> CN;



Append the word attribute after the name of the property. Also contains an embedded note that is displayed when possible. When HTML formatting is used, the note is displayed as a tool-tip. When LaTeX formatting is used, the note is displayed as a footnote. attrNoteCN : Str -> S -> CN;



Deal with properties of the form x of y. E.g. maxTries could be constructed using ofCN (adjCN "maximum" (strCN "number")) (strCN "tries") which translates to “maximum number of tries” ofCN : CN -> CN -> CN; constCN is for dealing with ' constants' . The string is the name of the constant. The CN is the type of constant. E.g. constCN "FULL-INCOMING" (strCN "state"), gets translated as “FULL-INCOMING state”. Furthermore, the name of



the constant gets printed in a ' code'font.



constCN : Str -> CN -> CN; propertyCN is for dealing with boolean attributes that are not ' is'attributes. E.g. propertyCN "initialised", gets translated as “property initialised”. If this is then used as a BooleanProperty, we get the text “the property initialised is true” propertyCN : Str -> CN;
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Translates to “query  (args)” queryCN : Str -> ArgList -> CN;



Translates to “query  (args)”. Also contains an embedded note that is displayed when possible. When HTML formatting is used, the note is displayed as a tool-tip. When LaTeX formatting is used, the note is displayed as a footnote. queryNoteCN : Str -> ArgList -> S -> CN;



Modify the CN with some text. This can be used when creating complex CNs for use with PhraseProperty. See argCN for an example. textCN : CN -> Str -> CN;



Add an argument to the CN. This can be used when creating complex CNs for use with PhraseProperty. Some operations need to be described with a complex text that uses the arguments of the operation. E.g. makeShort(x1, x2) could be translated as “the short value concatenation of x1 and x2”, by using the following construction: mkPhraseProperty (argCN (textCN (argCN (textCN (textCN (textCN (textCN (strCN "short") "value") "concatenation") "of") x1) "and") x2); This is not a grammatically



correct way of constructing this. Ideally the resource grammars should be used. This is a temporary solution to allow automated production of complex text until a better solution is found. argCN : CN -> Inst -> CN;



Combine an adjective phrase with a CN. E.g. “the EC SVDP DH algorithm”, “the OUTGOING state” etc. apCN : AP -> CN -> CN;



Create an adjective phrase from a string. strAP : Str -> AP;



Build up the AP by adding another adjective before it. adjAP : Str -> AP -> AP;



Create an AP from an adjective. adj1AP : Adj1 -> AP;



This oper allows sentences to be constructed using strings. This is not correct grammatically, but is just a ' quick'solution to allow sentences to be built automatically for use when adding notes to attributes/operations. Ideally, the resource grammars should be used for constructing sentences. mkSent : Str -> S;



Some query building opers expect an ArgList. These opers allow arbitrarily long argument lists to be built. argNil : ArgList; argCons : Inst -> ArgList -> ArgList;
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Opers used for constructing constraints



These opers are used for linearizing constraints. Classes, attributes, operations and associations are used when specifying OCL constraints. Many OCL keywords and constructs are also used. When all these are linearized, they need to be tied together into text that shows what invariants, pre-conditions and post-conditions belong to what class or operation. This text varies for class invariants, operations of classes and constructors of classes. The opers below can be used for building the various constraint texts. Used for operations with no parameters and no return type. contextOp00 : Str -> Str -> OperConstraintBodyL -> ConstraintL;



Used for operations that have parameters but no return type. contextOp10 : (class, op, args : Str) -> OperConstraintBodyL -> ConstraintL;



Used for operations with no parameters but that have a return type. contextOp01 : (class, op, ret : Str) -> OperConstraintBodyL -> ConstraintL;



Used for operations with both parameters and return type. contextOp11 : (class, op, args, ret : Str) -> OperConstraintBodyL -> ConstraintL;



Used for constructors with no parameters contextCon0 : Str -> Str -> OperConstraintBodyL -> ConstraintL;



Used for constructors that have parameters contextCon1 : (class, op, args : Str) -> OperConstraintBodyL -> ConstraintL;



Used for class invariants contextClass : Str -> ClassConstraintBodyL -> ConstraintL
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Appendix C – Manual updates to user defined vocabulary The following is a list of manual updates that were made to the user defined grammar. Updates were made in cases where the generated grammar did not prove adequate.



C.1 Java Card updates APDU STATE_OUTGOING



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "OUTGOING" (strCN "state"))



STATE_PARTIAL_INCOMING



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "PARTIAL-INCOMING" (strCN "state"))



STATE_FULL_INCOMING



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "FULL-INCOMING" (strCN "state"))



STATE_PARTIAL_OUTGOING



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "PARTIAL-OUTGOING" (strCN "state"))



STATE_OUTGOING_LENGTH_KNOWN



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "PARTIAL-OUTGOING" (strCN "state"))



STATE_FULL_OUTGOING



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "FULL-OUTGOING" (strCN "state"))



STATE_INITIAL



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "INITIAL" (strCN "state"))



BUFFERSIZE



mkSimpleProperty (attrCN "BUFFERSIZE");



PROTOCOL_T1



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "T1" (strCN "protocol"))



PROTOCOL_T0



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "T0" (strCN "protocol"))



Le



mkSimpleProperty (ofCN (adjCN "expected" (strCN "length")) (strCN "response"))



Lc



mkSimpleProperty (adjCN "incoming" (adjCN "apdu" (adjCN "command" (strCN "length"))))



Lr



mkSimpleProperty (adjCN "response" (strCN "length"))



APDUException NO_T0_GETRESPONSE



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "NO-T0-GETRESPONSE" (strCN "reason"))



T1_IFD_ABORT



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "T1-IFD-ABORT" (strCN "reason"))



NO_T0_REISSUE



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "NO-T0-REISSUE" (strCN "reason"))
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BUFFER_BOUNDS



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "BUFFER-BOUNDS" (strCN "reason"))



IO_ERROR



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "IO-ERROR" (strCN "reason"))



ILLEGAL_USE



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "ILLEGAL-USE" (strCN "reason"))



theReason



mkSimpleProperty (adjCN "reason" (strCN "array"))



Checksum ALG_ISO3309_CRC32



mkSimpleProperty (apCN (adjAP "ISO3309" (adjAP "32-bit" (strAP "CRC"))) (strCN "algorithm"))



ALG_ISO3309_CRC16



mkSimpleProperty (apCN (adjAP "ISO3309" (adjAP "16-bit" (strAP "CRC"))) (strCN "algorithm"))



Cipher initialized



mkBooleanProperty (propertyCN "initialized")



CryptoException ILLEGAL_VALUE



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "ILLEGAL-VALUE" (strCN "reason"))



UNINITIALIZED_KEY



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "UNINITIALISED-KEY" (strCN "reason"))



NO_SUCH_ALGORITHM



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "NO-SUCH-ALGORITHM" (strCN "reason"))



INVALID_INIT



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "INVALID-INIT" (strCN "reason"))



DSAKey valueP



mkSimpleProperty (adjCN "prime" (strCN "parameter"))



valueQ



mkSimpleProperty (adjCN "subprime" (strCN "parameter"))



valueG



mkSimpleProperty (adjCN "base" (strCN "parameter"))



isInitP



mkBooleanProperty (propertyCN "prime-parameter-initialised")



isInitQ



mkBooleanProperty (propertyCN "subprime-parameter-initialised")



isInitG



mkBooleanProperty (propertyCN "base-parameter-initialised")



DSAPrivateKey valueX



mkSimpleProperty (adjCN "plain" (adjCN "text" (strCN "value")))



isInitX



mkBooleanProperty (propertyCN "plain-text-value-initialised")



DSAPublicKey valueY



mkSimpleProperty (adjCN "plain" (adjCN "text" (strCN "value")))



isInitY
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mkBooleanProperty (propertyCN "plain-text-value-initialised")



ISOException theSw



mkSimpleProperty (adjCN "status" (strCN "word"))



JCSystem CLEAR_ON_DESELECT



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "CLEAR-ON-DESELECT" (adjCN "event" (strCN "code")))



JCRE_CONTEXT



mkSimpleProperty (ModAdj (AdjP1 (mkAdj1 "JCRE")) (UseN (nNonhuman "context")))



CLEAR_ON_RESET



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "CLEAR-ON-RESET" (adjCN "event" (strCN "code")))



NOT_A_TRANSIENT_OBJECT



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "NOT-A-TRANSIENT-OBJECT" (adjCN "event" (strCN "code")))



API_VERSION



mkSimpleProperty (adjCN "API" (strCN "version"))



freeTransient



mkSimpleProperty (ofCN (strCN "amount") (adjCN "unallocated" (adjCN "transient" (strCN "memory"))))



KeyAgreement ALG_EC_SVDP_DH



mkSimpleProperty (apCN (adjAP "EC" (adjAP "SVDP" (strAP "DH"))) (strCN "algorithm"))



ALG_EC_SVDP_DHC



mkSimpleProperty (apCN (adjAP "EC" (adjAP "SVDP" (strAP "DHC"))) (strCN "algorithm"))



OwnerPIN maxPINSize



mkSimpleProperty (adjCN "maximum" (adjCN "PIN" (strCN "size")))



triesLeft



mkSimpleProperty (attrCN "triesLeft")



maxTries



mkSimpleProperty (ofCN (adjCN "maximum" (strCN "number")) (strCN "tries"))



RSAPrivateCrtKey RSAPrivateCrtKey



mkClass (adjCN "RSA" (adjCN "private" (adjCN "CRT" (strCN "key")))) "RSAPrivateCrtKey"



isInitDP1



mkBooleanProperty (propertyCN "DP1-value-initialised")



isInitDQ1



mkBooleanProperty (propertyCN "DQ1-value-initialised")



isInitP



mkBooleanProperty (propertyCN "P-value-initialised")



isInitPQ



mkBooleanProperty (propertyCN "PQ-value-initialised")



isInitQ



mkBooleanProperty (propertyCN "Q-value-initialised")
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RSAPrivateKey valueExponent



mkSimpleProperty (strCN "exponent")



valueModulus



mkSimpleProperty (strCN "modulus")



isInitExponent



mkBooleanProperty (propertyCN "exponent-initialised")



isInitModulus



mkBooleanProperty (propertyCN "modulus-initialised")



RSAPublicKey valueExponent



mkSimpleProperty (strCN "exponent")



valueModulus



mkSimpleProperty (strCN "modulus")



isInitExponent



mkBooleanProperty (propertyCN "exponent-initialised")



isInitModulus



mkBooleanProperty (propertyCN "modulus-initialised")



SystemException NO_TRANSIENT_SPACE



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "NO-TRANSIENT-SPACE" (strCN "reason"))



ILLEGAL_AID



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "ILLEGAL-AID" (strCN "reason"))



ILLEGAL_VALUE



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "ILLEGAL-VALUE" (strCN "reason"))



ILLEGAL_TRANSIENT



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "ILLEGAL-TRANSIENT" (strCN "reason"))



TransactionException INTERNAL_FAILURE



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "INTERNAL-FAILURE" (strCN "reason"))



NOT_IN_PROGRESS



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "NOT-IN-PROGRESS" (strCN "reason"))



BUFFER_FULL



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "BUFFER-FULL" (strCN "reason"))



IN_PROGRESS



mkSimpleProperty (constCN "IN-PROGRESS" (strCN "reason"))



Util arrayCompare



mkOnProperty (queryNoteCN "arrayCompare" (argCons x5 (argCons x4 (argCons x3 (argCons x2 (argCons x1 (argNil)))))) mkSent ["Compares the specified source array, beginning at the specified position with the destination array beginning at the specified position from left to right. A result of 0 indicates that the arrays are equal"]))



makeShort



mkPhraseProperty (AppFun (funOfCN (adjCN "short" (adjCN "value" (strCN "concatenation")))) (ConjNP AndConj (TwoNP x1 x2)))
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C.2 Library Catalogue System updates Book Copies



mkSimpleProperty (ofCN (strCN "number") (strCN "copies"))



lnkCopy



mkSimpleProperty (adjCN "copy" (strCN "collection"))



IndexManager Books



mkAssocProperty (strCN "book")



LibraryManager copyDatabase



mkAssocProperty (strCN "copy")



bookDatabase



mkAssocProperty (strCN "book")
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